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-A- DEFENSE ★
Review of the Week in Defense
"I do not want a single man or woman
to feel that we are right on the verge of
becoming the arsenal of democracy," he
said • • • "Wg have been operating
on a butter and ice cream and matinee
movie philosophy. • • • we cannot
produce the vast quantities of fighting
equipment which miist be produced and
at the same time preserve our standard
of living in terms of automobiles and
electric conveniences and leisure hours,"
Labor-employer disputes and their re
lation to national defense again were in
the spotlight last week as the National
Defense Mediation Board worked night
and day to avert threatened strikes.
The Board scored its greatest victory
when General Motors accepted its rec
ommendation for a wage increase of 10
cents an hour, and the United Auto
Workers' Union (ClO) called oflf a
threatened strike.
Vice Chairman William H. Davis per
suaded Southern Appalachian soft-coal
operators and the United Mine Workers
Union to keep the mines runningat least
until Friday for further negotiations.
Six disputes settled is 40 hours
The Mediation Board calculated that
628.833 menhavereturned to work onde
fense jobs since March 27. either because
ofagreement or strike postponements, as
a result of its intercessions. Six disputes
weresettled within 40hours at the week
end.
As the Office of Production Manage
mentspurredindustry to greater produc
tion. Director General William S.
Knudsen, in an address at Chicago,
uiged manufacturer, executive, and
workman to get behind the defense
program.
"We must have thestrongest Navy, the
strongest Army, and the strongest Air
Force this world has even seen," hesaid,
not for aggression, not for conquest, but
for the defense of our shores, and we
must accomplish this in shorter time
than it was ever done before."
OPM Deputy Production Director W.
L. Batt. in a radio speech, said thepub
lic should not be satisfied with defense
progress because the War and Navy De
partments and OPM officials are not.
Hillman bails cooperation
OPM Associate Director Sidney Hill-
man in Chicago hailed the cooperation
of industry, labor, and Government and
predicted that this mobilization of man
power for defense will outdo anything
"ever conceived through force in totali
tarian countries."
The PrioritiesDivision, meanwhile, was
seeking to expedite defense production
through prompt and adequate provision
of raw materials.
A formal allocation for the distribution
of nickel was announced a few days after
the creation of a joint committee of
American and Canadian representatives
for the exchange of vital information on
supplies of strategic materials. During
May about 15,500,000 pounds of nickel,
most of it from Canada, will be available
for United States industry. This is the
largestamountever on hand in l month
for industrial uses.
Priorities Director E. R. Stettinius, Jr..
established a new priorities plan govern
ing defense supplies in another move to
aid production.
The OPM disclosed that Government
commitments for new defense industry
construction and equipment on March
30 totaled $1,915,000,000. Private invest
ments as represented by Certificates of
Necessity issued or pending March 15
May 20, 1941
amounted to $877,000,000. British com
mitments added another $191,000,000.
To organize aircraft spotters
State and local defense councils were
advised by Director Frank Bane of the
Division of State and Local Cooperation
to begin organizing civilian volunteers
now to be ready for aircraft spotting
service by June 15 in the AtlanUc and
Pacific coastal areas.
Administrator Leon Henderson, of the
Office of Price Administration and Civil
ian Supply, announced that price ceil
ings would be imposed on combed cotton
yarn within a few days and announced
that kraft paper makers had adopted a
policy of not increasing prices this year.
President Rooseveltapproved the addi
tion of 13 localities to the list of defense
areas in which houses for defense work
ers can be financed under the National
Housing Act for workers in the $1,800
to $3,000 income group.
* ★ ★
OEM to broadcast report of
year's progress in defense
In connection with the first anniver
sary of the defense program. May 29, the
OfBce for Emergency Management will
broadcast to the people of the United
States a report of the year's progress.
The program will be heard on the Blue
Network of the National Broadcasting
Co., from 9:30 to 10:30 p. m. The very
latest statistics on labor, raw materials,
machine tools, ships, guns, tanks, and
planes will be given. There will bedram
atizations of how far we have gone in
building our defenses.
To illustrate the meaning of the latest
production figures, the audience will be
taken to six arsenals of democracy a
labor training school in Denver, a steel
plant in Pittsburgh, a machine tool fac
toryin Cleveland, a machine gunplant in
Saginaw, Mich., a shipbuilding yard in
Chester, Pa., and an airplane factory In
Santa Monica, Calif.
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Knudsen tells what it is to be an
American, asks sacrifices for freedom
Freedom is a part of our flesh and
blood and we must all put our shoulders
to the wheel to preserve it, Director Gen
eral William S. BInudsen. Office of Pro
duction Management, declared on "I'm
an American" Day, May 18. His speech,
which was delivered at Soldier's Field In
Chicago, follows in part:
This is "I'm an American" Day and our
President has asked us to get together
and affirm our allegiance to our flag and
our country. How beautiful and peace
ful it is in contrast to what we read about
Europe, war torn and suffering, with the
standard of living being lowered with
every day that goes by. How beautiful
is our country, so free and democratic—
where discipline by consent takes the
place of discipline by force—where love
of country takes the place of fear of dic
tators, and where everyone has an equal
opportunity of striving to better himself
and his family.
The success of America is the success
of the individual. My own gratitude to
ward the country that accepted me as an
immigrant, with no questions asked, is
unbounded. I well remember the day
some 41 years ago when I landed in Cas
tle Garden, young and green. There
were 500 of us on the ship. We were
crowded against the rails as we came into
the harbor of New York—500 of us who
had come from northern Europe. I
don't know what became of the 499
others, but I have no doubt that many
of them did well over here and I'm will
ing to wager that none of them starved.
Freedom and opportunity
All of us left friends we loved—parents
and brothers and sisters: homes we loved,
lands we loved—our native lands. We
did not know that we would ever see
them again. We came away from them
only because there was something in our
souls that would not let us stay. Most
of us were young then and so we called
that "something" by many names. We
called it wider horizons. We called it a
chance for a Job, a farm, a business.
Deep down, though, we knew It was some
thing finer, bigger, higher than any of
these names. We knew it for what it
was—freedom and the land of oppor
tunity.
My first impression after landing was
that of being surrounded by a tremendous
energy displayed in every direction.
"Hurry up" were almost the first words
I heard and I couldn't help but fall in
step and try to keep up with the proces
sion. The tremendous activity which
was going on all around me had the
effect of stimulants. I caught the urge.
I wanted to work and to be a part of this
tremendous human machine running at
top speed.
The race for accomplishmeot
When I got into the shops this was
still more apparent. I worked first as a
riveter in a New York shipyard and then
I got a job as a boilermaker in a rail
road shop. My third place was in a Buf
falo factory. I worked with my hands—
I gave the best skill I had to my work
and by giving it to my work I gave it
to America. I shall never be able to
pay my country the debt of gratitude I
owe for what she has done for me, but
I have tried to repay her by my work.
As I mentioned, in the shops the energy
was still more apparent. Everybody was
arguing about how to do more work and
earn more—how to make better work and
get more work—how to improve and
short-cut and strive. The famous story
of Charley Schwab's broom was being
told—how he walked down the line of
furnaces in the steel mills and found
out which furnace had produced the most
in 24 hours, and nailed a 20-cent broom
alongside the furnace, with the result
that a war immediately started among
the melters to see who could get the
20-cent broom away from the champion.
Those were the days of the race for ac
complishment, and they are still with us
In the mills and factories that have the
right organization and the proper team
work and cooperation.
America treats us as we treat her
America treats us as we treat America.
If you want to work, you'll hustle out and
take what you can get and not sit and
wait for work to come to you—you can
still find plenty of opportunity. Democ
racy does that for us: and only democ
racy gives a man the opportunity to
make as much or as little of himself as
he wishes. That is the difference in my
mind between totalitarianism and de
mocracy—one is all for the state and the
other for the individual.
To the American people democracy is
not a theory. It is a reality. To my way
of thinking, democracy means a country,
a city, a commimity, a factory, a farm, a
' / •
school, or a simple home, where men and
women and children live in justice and
charity. The justice is not imposed upon
them by some centralized authority—it is
in their own souls.
The greatest emotional country
America is the greatest emotional
country in the world. Let some disaster
hit another country anywhere else on
earth and our people open their hearts
and give. I remember well in the last
war, when some country was hard hit,
from the farms and the homes of the
rich and the poor came help, freely given,
because the sympathetic heart of Amer
ica was touched.
Also today we are giving and helping
people in need everywhere in the world.
They all look to us, the most powerful
and the most liberal democracy in the
world—a world which is aflame with
strife and the lust to conquer. Our first
duty today is to preserve this democracy
of ours—to preserve the upward trend
of our standard of living and to transfer
our enormous Industrial machine par
tially into weapons for defense of our
own and other countries that need it.
I get all worked up over the war. I can
remember in the last war the tremendous
loss of life of the young men when armies
battered their heads against concrete
walls with an appalling expenditure of
material and life. This war is different.
The plane and the tank have caused swift
movements requiring a relatively smaller
number of troops, but this war has
brought on the infamous practice of
bombing open cities and killing women
and children without mercy. Talk about
"women and children first," even a re
spectable savage wouldn't do that. We
have gone back a thousand years in civi
lization, and if we don't stop this damna
ble practice and outlaw it, we will all be
back living in holes in the ground.
Must put our shoulder to the wheel
Naturally, in my position I have oc
casion to hear the latest reports from the
combat area and my temper rises.
Whenever I hear another report, my heart
swells with admiration for the courage
and fortitude of the common people who
will not submit to this kind of nerve
breaking, but yell "thumbs up" even
when down in the bomb crater. There
fore, we in America must give all we have
in an effort to stop this sort of thing.
None of us hope that we will ever be sub
ject to anything of the sort, but we must
buy a good insurance policy right now.
We must all put our shoulder to the
wheel of American production and get
material for defense.
The American people have always re
sponded to every great national crisis.
From the time the shipbuilders of Phila
delphia worked night and day to build
the first ships for the Continental Navy,
and American foundries kept their fur
naces going to make cannon for the Con
tinental Army, American industry has
never failed the American nation. It is
not failing her now. Ever since last fall
more and more plants are coming into
production. Men and women are work
ing faster and faster to make equipment
for national defense. Soon we will have
this great industrial machine of ours
turning out material iu a quantity that
will make us able to defend our shores
and help others who are in need.
A country of families
This democracy of oars Is our heritage.
We will always cherish and preserve it.
It is founded on law. liberty, and justice
for all. All of us know that laws which
govern a free nation must have the sanc
tion of the people in order to be enforced
successfully. Family, hcme. and prop
erty must be protected. America is a
country of families. America is strong.
No country is stronger than its families.
They form the backbone of the country's
producing power. I have been happy
with my family. My ft1fe was born in
Buffalo, of German ancestry. Three of
my children are married. My son mar
ried a girl of Scotch ancestry. One
daughter married a boy of Dutch de
scent, and another daughter a boy of
Canadian background. I have five
grandchildren—all Americans. They
will live and grow up here. This is their
land and it will always be free.
"Let MS guard this land of ours"
When I think back on the families of
the pioneers who opened up this great
fertile land and tolled for the future,
built their own schools and churches,
built this beautiful great city of yours,
then the thought always swells within
me—let us preserve and guard this land
of ours. Let us make it greater and a
better place to live in for our grandchil
dren and great grandchildren, and over
all things let it remain free—even If It
is the last place in the world where real
freedom lives.
★ DEFENSE ★ May 20, 1941
Export license requirement
extended to eight materials
President Roosevelt on May 10 desig
nated eight materials which, effective
June 3, are added to those which may
not be exported except when licensed in
each case as provided In Proclamation
2413 of July 2. 1940.
The materials are hyoscyamus (hen
bane), stramonium, columblum, tanta
lum, cryolite, fluorspar, chemical wood
pulps, and digitalis seeds.
The proclamation restricting export of
these materials. No. 2482, stated that the
regulation regarding chemical wood pulps
supersedes Item 9 of Proclamation 2468
of March 27, 1941.
The action was taken on the recom





The OPM l eponed May 13 that com
mitments of private Industry to build
defense plants, for which Certificates of
Necessity had been issued or were pend
ing on March 15, totaled $977,000,000.
The figure should have been $877,000,000,
OPM has announced. This correction
changes the total commitments of the
Government and private industry under
the Certificates from $2,892,000,000 to
$2,792,000,000 and the total conmiit-
ments including the British from $3,-
083,000,000 to 2,983,000,000.
★ ★ ★
Freedom pcu-t of our flesh aod blood
We Americans take our freedom for
granted, the way we take light, air. and
life for granted. We are not Indifferent.
We accept it as part of us. part of our
flesh and blood. We regard it as natiu^l,
but we would never do without it, or
change it. We have never needed to
supercharge patriotism in America. We
can be sure it Is there when it is needed.
So, during the period that is directly
ahead of us we shall call on it from every
man, woman, and child to get behind our
defense program and help us get the all-
out effort which is necessary, that we
may become the Arsenal of the World.
We must have the strongest Navy, the
strongest Army, and the strongest Air
Force this world has ever seen, not for
aggression, not for conquest, but for the
defense of our shores and we must ac
complish this in shorter time than it was
ever done before. We must be willing to
make sacrifices In order to attain the
goal, and I have every reason to believe
that we will accomplish our goal in rec
ord time. The engineer, the manufac
turer, the skilled production workers
must form the team to reach this goal.
We must work together with the spirit
of this race within us all the time.
American ingenuity and American skill
have always been able to solve any prob
lem of building in the past. They have
always solved any industrial problem In
the past. What this job needs is a real
feeling from everybody that this is a big
job which must be done in a hurry, so
let's get together and get the Job done.
This is the spirit I pray for today.
"Let us ail get together"
We are up against a tremendous world
crisis, which demands material and more
material. Defense today is largely a
question of material—planes, tanks,
ships, and guns.
We have the shops and we have the
men. The whole world is looking at us
and most of the world Is praying for us;
praying that we will get our great indus
trial machine changed over from civilian
goods to defense needs; praying that we
may have time to give them new hope
for democracy and liberty.
Manufacturer, executive, and work
man, let us all get together and do this
job right. Let us feel when It is finished
that we have laid a real solid foundation




Arctic weather struck Wright Field,
Dayton. Ohio, on May 16. Clad in
heavy Arctic underwear and wool socks,
and with their heads covered with
heavy toques, a detail of Array Air Corps
men slept in subzero temperatures rang
ing to 60° below zero. Their experience
with the rigors of North Pole weather
during a balmy Ohio springtime occurred
in the Air Corps testing laboratory.
Experiments are being conducted by
the Air Corps to develop a sleeping bag
that will enable the men to sleep com
fortably at 60" below zero and which
will, at the same time, not add undue
weight to the soldier's equipment.
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PRODUCTION...
Change of attitude necessary to meet
urgency of defense production, says Batt
There must be "a radical change of
attitude" on the part of some people
in Government, labor and industry "if we
are to make good our promises to the
defenders of freedom," W. L. Batt. dep
uty director. Production Division, OPM,
said in a radio broadcast May 15. Stress
ing the urgency of Increased production,
he said that "the only safe date" for
delivery of defense equipment "is yes
terday." His speech follows, in part:
It was just about 1 year ago that the
people of the United States first awak
ened to the need for a program of na
tional defense far in excess of anything
we had ever before attempted in times
of peace. Almost immediately Congress
began to appropriate dollars by the bil
lion on a scale unheard of even during
the World War. At the same time the
President called to Washington a group
of civilians to help the Army and Navy
work out the terribly difBcult problems
of providing an almost unprotected Na
tion with an impregnable defense on land,
on sea, and in the air. Other steps were
taken on a wide front to tighten up our
defense.
Our task has grown
But since then the'task has grown to
far greater proportions. We are now
seeking not only to protect our own
shores from invasion but to aid in pro
tecting what is left of the boundaries of
free nations throughout the world. That
is to say, that we are now seeking to
protect freedom itself, and to provide it
with the weapons it needs to survive
against the most deadly and most dan
gerous attack it has ever faced.
It would be easy to sit here in this
broadcasting studio tonight and tell you
of the progress that has been made to
ward this objective In a little less than
a year. But 1 am afraid that if I did
that, you would feel too comfortable and
be too favorably impressed, for it is an
impressive record. It covers a tremen
dously broad range and it involves many
fields of human and industrial endeavor.
I could tell you of the great string of mu
nitions plants that have been and are
being built; of the greatly increased pro
duction that has taken place within the
past 11 or 12 months; of the labor that
has been trained: ol the raw materials
that have been bought and stored. But
I am not going to do that. For I do not
want a single man or woman listening
tonight to feel that we are right on the
verge of becoming the arsenal of democ
racy, that we can just sit back now and
let the Job take care of itself.
Certainly the officers of the War and
Navy Departments are not satisfied with
our progress. Certainly the officials of
the Office of Production Management are
not satisfied. And if these people are not
satisfied, certainly the general public
should not be.
What has not been done
Rather than point with pride to what
has been done, I feel I should, instead,
point with concern to what has not been
done: to what must be done if we are to
accomplish what we set out to do.
I have heard people say that when the
progress that has been made in the first
year of this effort is compared with the
progress made during the first hectic
year of the World War, we should be well
satisfied. These people like to point out
the confusion that existed during 1917.
They like to remind you that the War and
Navy Departments were frantically bid
ding against each other for the services
of manufacturers: that manufacturers
were frantically bidding against each
other for labor; that the cost of living
went sky high, and so forth. None of
this confusion exists today. Today the
purchases of the Army and Navy are
carefully coordinated: competition in the
labor market has been held to a min
imum: prices are amazingly stable. All
this is true. But just because this much
is true it does not follow that we can be
complacent today.
Not like 1917
In the first place, in 1917 the Allies
held a land front in Fi'ance and were able
to keep open the sea lanes through which
our help could pass. Today there is no
such front. Today the sea lanes are im
perilled. War strikes today with shock
ing speed.
In the second place, we would have
been stupid men indeed if we had not
learned some of the lessons taught by the
first World War. But just because we
have learned some of those lessons and
eliminated some of the confusion and
some of the blunders, it does not follow
that everything that could be done is be
ing done. We must beware of self-
congratulation. We must avoid the
complacent notion that all is going well.
I said a moment ago that this country
awoke to the need for a full-scale na
tional defense program about a year ago.
The noise that aroused us then was the
scream of the dive-bombers over Belgium
and Holland, the thunder of massed
tanks as they crushed the pitiful armies
of the Lowlands, the roar of the ap
proaching tornado of mechanized war
that was soon to explode the myth of the
Maginot Line.
We were alarmed as we sensed the fury
of that approaching storm. We were
shaken loose from our comfortable Ideas
about the impregnability of fixed land
defenses. We were frightened as we got
some grasp of the speed and cfBciency—
the utter ruthlessness—with which mod
em conquerors crushed those who dared
oppose them.
"Some of us slumped back"
Startling developments of a year ago
aroused our people and our Government
to a sudden recognition of the fact that
a weak nation today is a conquered na
tion tomorrow. But like a person who
is suddenly awakened by a loud noise,
we sat up with a start and then, as the
noise subsided a bit and we became ac
customed to it, some of us slumped back
into the pillows and dozed oS again.
Those among us who have drifted back
Into fitful slumber are in desperate need
of a new and more effective shock that
will startle the entire Nation, so that we
shall look the realities of the world
straight in the face in the cold light of
day.
Only then will all of xis recognize the
simple fact that our defense program
may be progressing satisfactorily—if we
think only in terms of defending our na
tional territory. But that it Is not pro
gressing adequately—if we think realistl-.
cally in terms of our promises to other
nations.
I do not know what is required to con
vince this Nation that it not only must
produce arms but must produce them
with a speed that can be accomplished
only by an aroused and united country.
I do know that a radical change of atti
tude on the part of some people in Gov
ernment, some people in labor, and some
people in industry must take place if
we are to make good our promises to the
defenders of freedom. We must do some
things that so far we have only talked
about.
Many of us have been saying for some
time that business as usual is out the
window. Only a week or so ago one jnau
asked me how he could help in the de
fense program "without interfering with
his normal busiriess!" There are too
many people asking the same question.
As long as that attitude exists, we will
not attain an all-out effort.
Of sacrifices
If business as usual must go by the
boards—and where it interferes with de
fense it must—so, too. must usual prac
tices in other fields be abandoned. De
fense must not be hampered by "Gov
ernment as usual," "politics as usual,"
"strikes as usual" or even "living as
xzsual." The President has said that
this defense program will involve per
sonal sacrifice on the part of all of us.
But how many of the people listening
to me tonight, with the exception of
those who are in the armed services and
their families, have had to undergo any
real personal sacrifice as a result of the
defense program? How many among you
have had to give up many comforts or
luxuries? Not many, I suspect.
Because we are the greatest industrial
Nation in the world, we have assumed
we could out-produce all Europe just in
our spare time, or merely by devoting
about one hour a day to defense.
A full-time effort
Contrast with this the attitude of ths
Nazis. They have gone hungry. They
have had to work long hours. They have
had to give everything personal to the
State. I am not trying to uphold the
virtue of toil and self-sacrifice, or to ask
for sacrifice just for the sake of sacri
fice. But the point I want to make is
this: A full-time effort cannot be
matched by a part-time effort and it is
high time for us to recognize that we ard
not yet engaged in a full-time effort. Wc
are far, far short of it. We are so far
short of it that we cannot, at our pres
ent pace, begin to fulfill our promises to
provide all the weapons for the defeat
of those who would destroy democracy.
We are still Inhibited by fears—perfectly
imderstandable fears—of lowering our
standard of living, of the after-effects of
over-expanded industrial facilities, of
losing certain prerogatives of labor, of the
high cost Involved. We have been
operating on a gun and butter philosophy,
a butter and ice cream and matinee
-k DEFENSE ★
movie philosophy. I want to state my
opinion very simply that we cannot pro
duce the vast quantities of fighting equip
ment which must be produced and at the
same time preserve our standard of liv
ing in terms of automobiles and elec
tric conveniences and leisure hours.
"Only safe date is yesterday"
I hope I shall not be suspected of ad
vocating political or economic radicalism
when I say that conservative policies and
actions will defeat an all-out defense
effort as quickly as anything I can think
of. The scope and the tempo of our pres
ent effort must be increased many fold.
The time is past when golf and fishing
can be important factors in our lives;
when we can sit around indefinitely en
joying mint juleps and polite discussion.
The time is past when we can waste pre
cious days that can never be regained
while we cautiously examine all sides of
every question. There is no way of put
ting a time limit on the delivery of cur
defense equipment. The only safe date
is yesterday and yesterday is already
gone.
The time is here when we can afford
to ask only one question about any issue:
"Does it help or hinder our efforts to
build more war equipment than the ag
gressors can build?" That is the only
really pertinent question today. Once
that question has been asked and
answered, we can then know which way
to move. Even if this involves building
factories for which there will be no prac
tical use after the emergency, then those
factories must be built—business fears to
the contrary. If this involves the cur
tailment of civilian production, then that
production must be curtailed, our stand
ard of living to the contrary. If this
involves longer hours and harder work,
then that work must be endured, labor
standards to the contrary.
Of course, there Is no assurance that
these things are going to be done. I can
only assure you that I believe they must
be done. And that Government and
management and capital and labor and
every citizen of the country will each
have to contribute his share if they are
to be done.
Bosiness, Labor, Government
If we do these things, then our busi
ness leaders will say to the Government,
"Here are my manufacturing facilities,
personnel, knowledge, and experience.
They are at your disposal for the dura
tion. If you need more plants than can
be used after the emergency, then I
will help you build and operate them,
May 20. 1941
and between us we will work out an
equitable disposition later on."
If we do these things, then our labor
leaders will say: "We declare a mora
torium on organizational and jurisdic-
tional differences. If more hours of work
are needed to produce the munitions the
country needs, then we will work longer
and discuss th?se differences later on.
If wage increases threaten to set off
dangerous price spirals, then we shall
forego higher salaries for the time being.
We will permit no strikes that interfere
with defense production."
If these things are done, then Govern
ment will say, "No political interests of
any kind, no bureaucratic procedure that
can be dispensed with, shall interfere
with the most prompt, most efficient exe
cution of the defense program."
All of QS
And if these things are done, then all
of us will say: "We can get along with
fewer comforfes and less spending money.
The defense of our country and of demo
cratic principles throughout the world
are well worth the price we are paying,
the work we are doing, the sacrifice we
are making."
★ ★ ★
U. S. and Canada create
committee to coordinate
information on materials
The United States and Canada,
through the creation of a new joint com
mittee, are now in a position to cooper
ate fully in exchanging vital information
on their supplies of strategic raw mate
rials, important for defense production.
It was announced May 14 by Director
General William S. Knudsen, Office of
^oduction Management.
Mr. Knudsen said that the new joint
agency is to be known as the Materiel
Coordinating Committee—United States
and Canada. It is staffed as follows;
For Canada—G, C. Bateman, member
of the Canadian Wartime Industry Con
trol Board; H. J. Symington, also a
member of the Canadian Wartime In
dustry Control Board.
For the United States—E. R. Stettin-
ius, Jr., Director of Priorities, OPM; Wil
liam L. Batt, Deputy Director of the Pro
duction Division, OPM.
The Canadian members of the joint
committee were nominated by C. D.
Howe, Canadian Minister of Munitions
and Supply. Mr. Knudsen nominated
the United States representatives. Cre
ation of the committee followed a num
ber of conferences and discussions.
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PRICES AND CIVILIAN SUPPLIES . . .
Ceiling to be put on combed cotton yam;
current level unjustified^ says Henderson
A schedule of price ceilings covering
various grades of combed cotton yam
will be imposed within a few days by
the OfHce of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply, Administrator Hender
son announced May 18-
As a result of a conference between Mr.
Henderson and representatives of the In
dustry on May 1, it was hoped that the
speculative price situation in this indus
try might be improved without further
measures. Such improvement has not
taken place.
The ceiling to be imposed will be based
on a price of 40 cents per pound for 30s
single ply yarn with a possible adjust*
ment not exceeding 2 cents to allow for
recent advances in raw material costs.
Such yarn is now selling for around 52
cents a pound. Ceilings for other grades
Nine kraft producers state
policy against price rise
In response to requests for coopera
tion made by Administrator Henderson,
each of nine leading producers in the
kraft paper industry has stated a policy
of not increasing present prices on stand
ard grades of kraft wrapping paper dur
ing the balance of the year.
The companies involved accounted for
substantially over half of kraft paper
production during 1940. They Include:
Advance Bag & Paper Co., Chicago;
Crown Zellerbach Corporation, San Fran
cisco; E-Z Opener Bag Co., Tuscaloosa,
Ala.; Gaylord Container Corporation, St,
Louis, Mo.; Mosinee Paper Co., Chicago;
Southern Kraft Corporation. New York;
Tomahawk Kraft Co., Tomahawk. Wis.:
Union Bag & Paper Co., New York; and
West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co., New
York.
Hailed as example to industries
The decision of these companies, it is
believed in the industry, will prevent
development of speculative prices and
excessive inventory building on wrapping
paper.
Mr. Henderson hailed action by these
paper companies as an outstanding ex
ample of business statesmanship.
will be established in relation to this
base.
Ceiling to be below current prices
Mr. Henderson drew attention to the
fact that the ceilings are being set at
levels well below current market prices,
nils, he said, is to discourage any notion
that an industry can run up prices during
a period when a price ceiling is being
anticipated with the idea that the ceil
ing win be established at speculative
levels.
Demand for combed cotton yam has
been stimulated in recent months by
heavy civilian purchases as well as by
Army buying. Productive capacity of the
industry is so large and the cost situa
tion is such, however, that there is no
Justification whatsoever for the current
level of prices, Mr. Henderson said.
"This will assure the trade of stability
in the price of standard grades of kraft
wrapping paper and it sets an example
which may well be followed in other im
portant industries," he said.
★ ★ ★
OPACS asks conferences with
four commodity exchanges
Presidents of four commodity ex
changes have been asked to appoint com
mittees to confer this week with repre
sentatives of OPACS "with regard to
measures which may be necessary to pre
vent undesirable speculative activity" in
four different commodities.
Letters to this effect were sent out
May 13 by Administrator Henderson. He
asked that a committee from the New
York Cocoa Exchange meet with Dr. J. K.
Galbraith, director of the Price Division
of OPACS, on May 20, to consider the
cocoa situation. A similar conference
on pepper with a committee from the
New York Produce Exchange was asked
for May 21. Another on rubber with a
committee from the Commodity Ex
change, Inc. (New York) was asked for
May 22. A fourth, on coffee, with a com
mittee from the New York Coffee and
Sugar Exchange, was asked for May 23.
Four appointments in
Price Division
Pour appointments to the staff of the
Price Division, OPACS, were announced
May 17 by Administrator Henderson.
The Price Division, which is headed
by Dr. J. K. Galbraith, will operate
through several sections, each responsi
ble for specific commodities and related
products. The appointments announced
are:
Donald H. Wallace was named price
executive for the Non-ferrous Metals
and Products Section. Mr. Wallace has
written extensively on the aluminum in
dustry and is a leading authority on the
economics of nonferrous metals. He Is a
former assistant professor of economics
at Harvard University and is now on
leave of absence from his position as
associate professor of economics at Wil
liams College. He was formerly con
nected with the Temporary National Eco
nomic Committee.
Carl O. Holmguist was named asso
ciate price executive of the Non-ferrous
Metals and Products Section. Mr. Holm-
quist was formerly connected with San
derson & Porter, with Case Pomeroy ti
Co.. Inc., and with various engineering
concerns in the copper and other in
dustries.
Stone is price executive for lumber
Peter Stone was appointed price ex
ecutive for the Lumber. Building Materi
als, and Furniture Section. He was for
merly head of the Construction Analysis
Unit of the Work Projects Administra
tion and was chief of the Basic Materials
Section, Division of Research and Plan
ning of the N. R. A.
Paul O'Leary, a widely known econo
mist. was named price executive for the
Textiles and Apparel Section. Mr.
OTjeary is on leave from his position as
professor of economics at Cornell Uni
versity. He was formerly connected with
the Temporary National Economic Com
mittee.
James P. Davis was named associate
price executive of the Textiles and Apparel
Section and will be directly In charge of
industry relations. Mr. Davis has been
a member of the Prison Industries Reor
ganization Board since 1935 and before
that was head of the Textile, Distribution
and Public Agencies UrJts of the Re
search and Planning Division of NRA.
★ DEFENSE ★
MEDIATION BOARD...
General Motors dispute settled; 628,833
have resumed work or postponed strikes
in agreements settling 6 of these, and
the seventh case, Smoot Sand & Gravel
Co., resulted In an agreement before the
case, scheduled for hearings before the
Board on May 19, had come up. The
final case, Columbia Basin Area Loggers,
was set for hearings on May 19.
Of the 25 remaining cases, agreements
to return to work have been reached in
22. Of the remaining 3. hearings are
being held In 1, and of the remaining 2
cases, dates for meetings with the Board
have not been set.
Certifications
Columbia Basin Area Loggers, Portland.
Oreg. The dispute is with the Interna
tional Woodworkers of America (CIO)
and involves wages, hours, vacations with
pay, sick leave, imion skop. and discon
tinuance of busheling. "nie case was
certified on May 12. The dispute in
volves 9.000 men and the strike began
on May 13. The panel has not been
chosen; hearings have been set for May
19.
Settlement of the dispute between
General Motors Corporation and its em
ployees during the week of May 12-17
was the most significant development in
the brief history of the National Defense
Mediation Board.
The settlement was achieved May 16
after a series of hearings which began on
May 1 and which had been protracted
through the small hours of the morning.
A brief digest of the major terms of
settlement follows:
1. No closed shop, imion shop or main
tenance of membership clause.
2. A flat wage increase of 10 cents per
hour and the contract to be made for the
definite term of 1 year from April 28.
1941. The old contract was subject to
termination by either side on 60 days' no
tice. No increase in night shift premium,
no additional 40 hours' vacation pay, no
provision for Increase in wages in propor
tion to further Increases in the cost of
living, no time and a half for all work on
the sixth day of the employee's work
week.
Wider iliscretioii for umpire
3. The Impartial umpire to be given
wider discretion in reviewing penalties
Imposed by the company for violations of
shop rules or of the contract.
4. In the advancement of employees to
higher paid jobs, when ability, merit and
capacity are equal, employees with the
longest seniority will be given preference,
5. During the life of the agreement, the
company will not lock out Its employees.
628,833 return or postpone strikes
Since certification of the National De
fense Mediation Board's first case on
March 27, a total of 628,833 men have
returned to work on defense jobs follow
ing agreements or have postponed threat
ened strikes at the request of the Board.
Of the 34 cases referred to the Board
fsee table) 9 were received prior to a
strike. A jurisdictional dispute, certified
by the Secretary of Labor, was rejected
by the Board as being outside its juris
diction. In 7 other cases, strikes were
postponed at the request of the Board.
Hearings before the Board have resulted
Hearings
Hearings were held for the first time
In the following cases:
Bendix Aviation Corporation. South
Bend. Ind.. in a dispute with the United
Automobile Workers of America (CIO)
over the question of wages. This con
cern makes airplane parts for the Army
and 8,100 men were involved. The
threatened strike scheduled for May 8
was postponed at the request of the
Board. The case was certified May 7 and
the panel included Walter Stacy for the
public; Walter Teagle for employers;
and Emil Rieve for labor. Hearings were
held on May 12-16. Inclusive. Agree
ment was reached on May 16 subject to
ratification by the union.
Ex-Cell-O Corporation. Detroit, Mich.,
manufacturers of machine tools and air
craft parts. The Corporation was in
dispute With the United Automobile
Workers of America (CIO) over the
issue of wages. The case was certified to
the Board on May 8. A strike involving
3,500 men had begun on May 5. Hear
ings were held May 12 and 13 and agree
ment was reached on May 13. The panel
was comprised of Charles Wyzanski for
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the public: Cyrus Ching for employers;
and J. C. Lewis for labor.
Utica Mohawk Co., Utlca, N. Y., with
contracts for $2,000,000 worth of sheets
for the Army, was in a dispute with the
Textile Workers Union of America (CIO)
over the issues of wages and union status
Involving 2,000 men. The strike began
March 24 and the case was certified to
the Board April 30. Hearings were held
on May 6 and 7 and again on May 12.
Agreement was reached on May 12. and
the men returned to work on May 19.
The panel comprised George Stocking
for the public; Charles Adams, for em
ployers; and Allan Heywood for labor.
United Engineering & Foundry Co..
Vandergrift, Pa., in a dispute with the
Steel Workers Organizing Committee
(CIO). This concern makes machine
castings for heavy and coast artillery and
machine tools. There were 900 men in
volved. The Issues were wages, union
shop, time and a half on holidays, and
renewal of the agreement. The case was
certified to the Board May 9. Strike had
been called for midnight May 6. Hear
ings were held May 14-16 and agreement
subject to union ratification was reached
on May 17. The panel comprised Frank
Graham for the public, John Connelly for
employers. andEmllRleve (alternate; H.
W. Payne) for labor.
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., La-
porte, Ind., makers of farm equipment
and antiaircraft gun mounts, in dispute
with the Farm Equipment Workers Or
ganizing Committee (CIO) over the is
sues of renewal of the agreement, union
shop, strike and lockout clauses, and
arbitration. Strike began on May 7 in
volving 1,150 men and the case was certi
fied to the Board May 9. Hearings were
held on May 16 and 17. The men re
turned to work on May 16 at the request
of the Board. The panel comprised
Charles Wyzanski for the public; Roger
Lapham for employers; and Clinton
Golden (alternate: Henry Adams) for
labor.
Settlements
Continental Rubber Co., Erie, Pa., In
dispute with the United Rubber Workers
of America (CIO); manufacturers of
synthetic rubber used in aircraft engines;
the dispute involved wages, vacations
with pay and closed shop, affecting 840
men. Strike was called April 2 and the
case was certified to the Board May 5.
Hearings were held May 9 and 10.
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Agreement was reached on May 11 and
the men returned to work May 14. The
panel comprised Prank Graham for the
public; Roger lapham for employers;
and Emil Rieve (alternate: H. W. Payne)
for labor.
Vtica Mohawk Co., Utica, N. Y. (See
previous.)
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Ex-Cell-0 Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
(See previous.)
Bendix Aviation Corporation, South
Bend, Ind. (See previous.)
United Engineering & Foundry Co.,
Vandergrift, Pa. (See previous.)
Smoot Sand & Gravel Co., Washington,
D. C., and the Sand and Gravel Workers
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1Postponed at reqaest of Board.
'Not on strike jurisdietional dispute. _ ^








































































































Union (AFL). This concern produces
concrete for construction of Army and
Navy posts, etc. It was Involved in a
dispute with the Sand and Gravel Work
ers Union Local No. 22075 over the Issues
of wages, hours, and union security. T^ie
case was certified to the Board May 10
and the strike, affecting 300 men, began
May 12. Hearings were scheduled for
May 19 but agreement was reached May
15.




needed by Navy Department
In connection with the Navy's build
ing program, hundreds of inspectors of
engineering materials and ship con
struction are needed at once, the United
States Civil Service Commission reported
May 19.
The Commission in an endeavor to
locate additional qualified persons for
these important jobs, has just announced
two examinations for Inspector of En
gineering Materials and for Inspector of
Ship Construction. Positions pay from
$1,620 to $2,600 In the engineering mate
rials field: options of steel hulls, mechan
ical. electrical, and radio; and from
$2,000 to $2,600 in ship construction, op
tions of steel hulls, wood hulls, mechan
ical, and electrical.
Application forms may be obtained at
any first- or second-class post ofrlce.
No written examination is required, and
applications are rated as received. The
maximum age limit has been set at 65
years, except that for the jimior inspec




A temporary barrage balloon training
center, where experiments with newly
developed equipment will be made and
where personnel will be trained, is being
established at Camp Davis, N. C., the War
Department has announced.
Barrage balloon defense, heretofore a
function of the Air Corps, has been made
a responsibility of the Coast Artillery
Corps.
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PRIORITIES...
Special priorities plan to speed goods
which must be made in advance of orders
A new priorities plan for speeding de
fense production, designed to give
specified manufacturers of "off-the-
shelf" supplies a preference rating for the
acquisition of scarce materials entering
into defense work, was announced May
19 by Director E. R. Stettinlus. Jr., Prior
ities Division.
The new method is known as the De
fense Supplies Rating Plan.
Manufacturers who are granted the
use of the plan will estimate the propor
tion of their total production which goes
into Identifiable defense channels and
then will be given an A-10 rating for
scarce supplies they must have to meet
that defense demand for their products.
"Hius a plant which is engaged 60 per
cent in defense and 40 percent In non-
defense work may get an A-10 rating
which will apply to deliveries of scarce
materials flowing Into its defense orders.
The plan Is designed primarily as a
solution to the problem of those producers
who do an "off-the-shelf" business call
ing for immediate deliveries. Such pro
ducers will be assisted by this plan in
maintaining a steady flow of necessary
materials which they will use in the pro
duction of defense items.
To start with 500 producers
Major points involved in the plan in
clude:
(1) For the present, the method will
be tried experimentally with a restricted
list of about 500 producers of: Industrial
motors (from 1 to 200 horsepower), cut
ting tools, portable tools, hack and band
saws, lathe tools, files, socket screws,
roller and silent chains, and scientific
instruments.
(2) The assistance provided will ap
ply only to scarce materials.
(3) The plan will In no case apply to
production which cannot be identified
with defense.
(4) The new plan supplements other
forms of priority aid—for example, in
dividual preference ratings—which will
continue to be used. The Defense Sup
plies Rating Plan, It Is emphasized, is
designed to provide a special form of
assistance in a special area.
(5) Methods are provided whereby
subcontractors, affected by the ratings
granted producers, may themselves ex
tend the A-10 rating to their own
suppliers.
(6) The effect of the A-10 rating is to
put orders covered by the arrangement
ahead of nondefense contracts for or
ders with lower ratings or no ratings.
(7) Administration of the plan is to
be handled by Joseph L. Overlook, Divi
sion of Priorities, OPM, Washington,
D. C.
Hade in advaoce of orders
In announcing the new plan Mr. Stet
tinlus pointed out that a number of
manufacturers of "off-the-shelf" mer
chandise, which must be manufactured
in advance of the receipt of orders, have
been experiencing some difficulty in ob
taining the scarce materials they need to
fill defense orders.
Sales records determine percentage
When such a manufacturer gets an
order, he cannot ordinarily wait to place
a contract for materials, apply for a pref
erence rating, serve that rating on the
suppliers, and then wait for delivery. In
stead. he must fill the order promptly
out of completed stock, sometimes draw
ing on his inventory of materials to do so.
The details of the plan will be given
to selected manufacturers in a letter of
instructions. The three most important
points are as follows:
(1) The manufacturer from his sales
records for the preceding quarter deter
mines the percentage of his defense sales
to his total sales.
(2) The manufacturer from his pro-
dxiction schedules for the current quarter
determines the total quantity of scarce
materials necessary to complete his total
production schedule.
Gets A-IO rating
(3) The manufacturer determines the
quantities of scarce materials required
for his defense production by applying
the percentage developed in the sa/es
analysis to the total quantities of scarce
materials necessary to complete his total
production schedule.
This defense requirement gets an A-IO
rating.
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All supplies of nickel
placed under mandatory
industry-wide control
A formal allocation plan for the dis
tribution of nickel was announced May
19 by Director Stettinius.
The new plan, which provides man
datory industry-wide control over all
supplies of nickel, formalizes and takes
the place of the previous mandatory con
trol which was Imposed on nickel early
in March.
Because of the shortage in nickel the
new procedure does not include a sched
ule of preference ratings for civilian
uses. However, some allocations can and
will be made for nondefense uses on a
restricted basis, insofar as possible, in
order to prevent serious dislocations in
established manufacturing plants and to
prevent sudden unemployment.
Defense needs can be cared for in full
In administering the plan, the Priori
ties Division will continue to make an ef
fort to avoid causing unemployment.
However, it is apparent that supplies of
nickel flowing into civilian channels will
have to be drastically curtailed. Defense
needs can be cared for in full.
Under the terms of the new order, the
Priorities Division will, month by month,
make allocations of the available nickel
supplies for defense purposes. All de
fense orders will take a rating of A-10
unless other ratings have been or may be
assigned.
During the month of May approxi
mately 15,500,000 pounds of nickel will
be available in this country, almost all of
it coming from Canada. This amount Is
the largest ever made available for in
dustrial uses in this country in any one
month.
Total demand for nickel, however, for
civilian as well as defense purposes. Is
considerably higher than the supply.
Present estimates indicate that the
May demand for nickel from all sources,
if it could be filled, would approximate
21,000,000 pounds, thus Indicating an
over-all shortage of about 5,500,000
pounds for the month.
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Senate approves bill to extend priorities
power; independent office stricken out
after Stettinius points out disadvantages
Director Stettinius told the Senate Mil
itary Affairs Commfttee May 14 that es
tablishment of an Independent priorities
agency would hinder the defense effort.
The committee voted to strike from the
Vinson bill to extend priorities power (see
Issue of May 6) a provision to make the
Director of Priorities an Independent
officer, which had been inserted before
passage by the House. The Senate there
after approved the bill without the pro
vision. Excerpts from Mr. Stettinius'
statement follow:
At my request, the Office of Produc
tion Management urged the passage of
a bill containing the substance of H. R.
4534 to extend the power to establish
priorities and allocate materials. A de
tailed memorandum showing the need
for each provision in that bill was fur
nished to the House Naval Affairs Com
mittee by the Office of Production Man
agement and appears in their report.
The bill, as reported out of the commit
tee, was entirely adequate to give the
powers which I and my assistants in the
Priorities Division believe now to be
necessary.
Inserted by House
The new paragraph (3) was Inserted
during debate on the floor of the House.
"Hiis new paragraph authorizes the ap
pointment of the Director of Priorities to
exercise the powers given by the bill as
an independent officer. It thus consti
tutes a Priorities agency separate and
apart from the Office of Production Man
agement, the War and Navy Depart
ments. and all other agencies. In my
opinion this result of the new paragraph
is most inadvisable.
Priorities is an essential tool, but nev
ertheless merely one tool among several,
for the expediting of defense production.
Its main purpose is to get quick and
iwompt deliveries of articles required by
the various Armed Services. Its exercise
must be comjDletely Integrated with the
agencies charged with procurement and
production of defense articles.
However, Priorities has a further func
tion. namely, to deal with raw materials
and industrial materials required for de
fense, where the impact of the defense
program results in over-all shortages of
these materials. In this area, it is the
function of Priorities, first to see that
the defense program obtains sufficient
quantities of these scarce materials; but,
secondly, it Is equally important to see
that the balances left over for civilian
consumption are properly utilized. In
this field, it is essential that the Priorities
Division be completely coordinated with
production, with procurement, and with
the administration of price control and
civilian supply.
Present set-up carefully created
The present set-up has been carefully
created to meet these requirements.
The Office of Production Management
contains a branch dealing with the ac
celeration of production, designated as
the Production Division: also a branch
dealing with procurement, designated as
the Purchases Division. Further, the
Secretary of War and the Secretary of
the Navy sit as members of the Council
of the Office of Production Management,
thereby tying in the Armed Services.
Therefore, the Office of Production Man
agement furnishes a coordinated, inte
grated system, under one coordinated
agency, which ties together the Armed
Services, and functions of procurement,
production, and priorities.
The Office of Production Management
is constituted within the Office for Emer
gency Management in the Executive
Office of the President. Also within the
Office for Emergency Management are
other defense organizations Including
the Office of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply which provides for close
relationship between the latter and the
Office of Production Management.
Over a period of many months, the
required personal contacts and relation
ships have been established so that there
is now a smooth and harmonious work
ing arrangement under which Priorities
Is coordinated with the War Depart
ment and Navy Department, and the Di
11
visions of Production and Purchases, and
the Office of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply.
To take out the Priorities organization
and set it off as an independent agency
will tend to interrupt this efficient coor
dination which has been so carefully
worked out. With a separate and inde
pendent agency exercising the Priorities
power, we will lose the coordinated su
pervision under one organization of all
of the elements necessary to obtain de
fense production.
Alteration would delay
Moreover, any alteration in the pres
ent set-up will inevitably lead to delays,
and any delay at the present time of




chief liaison officer with
Maritime Commission
In order to provide prompt considera
tion of all needs for priority action in
connection with the Nation's merchant,
shipbuilding program, Director Stettinius
May 15 appointed Gayer G. Dominick,
of New York, to serve as chief liaison offi
cer between the Priorities Division and
the Maritime Commission.
Mr. Dominick from 1910 to 1938 was
a general partner and in 1938 became a
limited partner in the firm of Dominick
& Dominick, 115 Broadway, New York.
During the World War he served overseas
in the Llghter-than-Air Division and
concluded his service after the Armistice
as a lieutenant, senior grade, in the
United States Naval Reserve Air Force.
764 essential ships
The Maritime Commission now has
supervision over some 764 ships which are
building or are under contract. All of
these are merchant vessels or naval aux
iliaries essential to the defense program.
Construction of these vessels will re
quire large quantities of vital defense
materials. As these problems arise, the
Priorities Division will be prepared to
take action to make sure that the con
struction of the vessels is speeded up in
every way possible.
Priority questions In connection with
supplies flowing into these ships will clear
through Mr. Domlnlck's office.
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LABOR...
Data on skilled labor needed for defense
being prepared, General Hershey reports
A complete analysis of skilled labor
requirements in defense industries is be
ing sped to completion by the Office of
Production Management to guide the
Selective Service System in its efforts to
prevent military recruitment of needed
workers, Brig. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey.
Deputy Director of Selective Service, an
nounced May 18.
The analysis is being compiled at the
specific request of General Hershey and
its information will be forwarded to State
Directors of Selective Service for dis
semination to local boards, the Deputy
Director said.
Announcement that the data on skilled
labor requirements will be forthcoming
soon follows closely General Hershey's
recent notice to State Directors to be on
constant guard against permitting in
duction into the armed forces of men
necessary to the industrial part of the
national defense program.
Expressing appreciation for the co
operation of the Selective Service Sys
tem in helping to keep skilled workers
available for industry, Sidney Hillman,
Associate Director General of the OfBce
of Production Management, wrote Gen
eral Hershey:
"Dear General Hershey;
"In accordance with the request that
you made at the meeting of the OfBce of
Production Management held April 29,
the Office of Production Management will
shortly furnish you with a complete anal
ysis of the skilled labor requirements in
the metal working tfades and In other
Industries directly related to the national
defense program.
Demand soon to exceed supply
"Plants with large defense contracts
are being enlarged. Plants now produc
ing goods for civilian use may soon be
drawn into the defense program. Dur
ing the last seven months. 784 new fac
tories have been started and construc
tion is now more than 60 percent com
pleted. All existing shipyards have been
commandeered and seven new ones
started. These plants will begin oper
ation within the next 4 to 6 months.
Thus, the greatest need for additional
workers will not materialize for some
time.
"Demands for skilled labor in the metal
working trades will soon outrun the sup
ply, according to estimates made by the
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Various training programs have therefore
been inaugurated to prepare new work
ers to enter defense plants.
"Your desire to stress to those respon
sible for selectlHg men for direct military
service that any decrease in the supply
of skilled workers will slow down comple
tion of planes, tanks, ships, and muni
tions seems pertinent at this time. When
a skilled worker is taken from any plant
that may contribute to defense produc
tion, that plant loses not only the indi
vidual. but also the time of a more highly
skilled man to train the doubtful new
worker.
Serve country best at benches
"It should be clear to all that the suc
cess of our total defense effort is contin
gent upon efficient operation oi our fac
tories—not only the factories where
tanks, planes, and other machines of war
are assembled, but also the steel foun
dries and rolling mills, the plants which
manufacture nuts, bolts, wire, and the
thousands of other items necessary to the
final product. Trained workers, so ur
gently needed, can serve their country
most effectively at their factory benches.
"I might add that the other members
of the Office of Production Management,
namely, the Secretary of War, the Secre
tary of the Navy, and Mr. Knudsen, con
cur in the belief that to the greatest ex
tent possible workers urgently needed for
defense production be given very careful
consideration by the Selective Service
System so that they may be available to
the industries of the Nation.
"Your splendid cooperation has been
of great value in our program."
★ ★ ★
1,320,500 IN ARMY
The War Department estimated the
strength of the United States Army as of
May 15, 1941, at 1,320.500, including
80,500 ofUcers and 1,240,000 enlisted men.
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Cooperation of industry, labor,
and Government leading to use
of all available labor—Hillman
Associate Director General Hillman,
0PM, said in Chicago May 16 that the
Nation's mobilization of manpower
"based on cooperation" has reached full
swing and will outdo anything "ever con
ceived through force In totalitarian
countries."
Hillman said cooperation of industry,
labor, and Government was leading to
"full employment of all available labor
resources—men, women, and young peo
ple—in the greatest cooperative effort the
world has ever seen."
Thoosands moved to jobs
In Chicago to discuss the OPM's train-
ing-withln-industry program with busi
ness and labor representatives, Hillman
declared that in April between 300.000
and 400,000 persons were moved front
local communities to jobs in defense pro
duction industries.
"Thus far we have been able to keep
ahead of the defense production program
In supplying needed skilled and semi
skilled labor," he said.
Hillman predicted that more than
300,000 workmen would be required
within the next 12 months In the ship
building industry alone.
Hillman said that the cooperative pro
gram was producing "a better, and I
think permanent, understanding between
management and labor In the field of
industrial relations."
Gaining mutual understanding
Pointing to settlement of the threat
ened strike at General Motors Corpora
tion, Hillman said "industry and labor
are meeting on a problem larger than
both and gaining mutual understanding
that vrtll pay futui'e dividends in peaceful
labor relations to both parties."
"The only thing we must fear," Hill
man said, "is a traditional lack of inter-
est in scientific industrial planning. We
must locate new industries where labor
supplies, raw materials, housing facilities,





158,277 small homes financed under
FHA plan since defense need began
Contracts awarded for
2,793 defense homes
in week endedMay 10
Construction contracts were awarded
for 2.793 dwelling units for the week
ended May 10. Defense Housing Coordi
nator C. P. Palmer announced May 15.
Among the areas to receive new con
tracts were Mobile, Ala., with 500 units
for civilian workers; Valparaiso, Fla,.
with200; and Great Bend. N.Y., with 150
for enlisted personnel. These projects
are all under the supervision of the Pub
licBuildings Administration. The United
States Housing Authority reported as
signment of contracts for 200 units in
Alameda, Calif., and 200 in Brooklyn.
N. Y., for enlisted personnel. Contracts
were also awarded in Breiherton, Wash.,
for 70 units for civilian workers.
Total contracts for 61,335
This raises the total number of con
struction contracts awarded under the
coordinated defense housing program to
61,335 dwelling units. Of these, 38,370
are for civilian workers and 22,965 for
enlisted personnel. They are distributed
throughout 128 localitiesof 45 States and
Territories.
Four widely separate localities reported
a total of 325 completions for the week
ended May 10. All of these units were •
built imder Navy supervision. New de
fense homes are located in Honolulu,
100; New London,Conn., 100; and Quan-
tico, Va., 25; all for enlisted personnel.
Orange, Tex., reported 100 units com
pleted for civilian workers.
9,929 defense homes made available
A total of 9,929 defense housing units
have now been made available in 32
locaUties of 18 States and Territories.
Civilian workers are to occupy 5,835 of
them and married enlisted personnel,
4,094.
Allocations made under the defense
housing program now total 87,260 units,
of which 25,748 are for enlisted person
nel. and 61,512 ai-e for civUlan workers.
Nearly 160,000 new small homes have
been provided by private capital under
the Federal Housing Administration pro
gram since July 1. when defense activ
ities began creating urgent demands for
low-cost housing in important industrial
centers, Abner H. Ferguson. Federal
Housing Administrator, has announced.
Over 85 percent of these homes are in
the vicinity of vital defense industry
areas.
5,000 started each v/eek
The number of new homes being
started weekly under FHA inspection is
now approximately 5.000. Between July
1, 1940, when the need for new housing
accommodations for defense industry
workers first became apparent, and May
10, 1941. construction was started under
FHA inspection on 158.277 new small
homes being financed by loans insured
under the FHA program.
Homes built under the FHA plan con
stitute approximately half of all the one-
and two-family homes being constructed
by private capital.
Most of these new houses are suited
to meet the need for added housing oc
casioned by the sharp rise in employment
in industrial areas producing armaments
and equipment required by the defense
effort.
Within meani of defense workers
Because of the favorable financing
terms offered by the FHA plan, most of
these homes can be purchased at a
monthly financing cost within the means
of the gi'eat majority of defense workers.
The high level of applications for FHA
mortgageinsurance involving newhomes
Indicates that a sustained peak rate of
new construction is in prospect during
the coming weeks.
Homes started under FHA in
spection July 1, 1940-May 3,
1941' 153,316
Homes started under FHA in
spection week ended May 10,
Total 158,277
ipieure also includes new homes In de
fenseareasdesignated by tbe President under
Title VI.
STATUS OF PUBLIC DEFENSE HOUSING CONSTRUCTION, MAY 10, 1941
Number olStatM and Tsrcitoties
Nuniber oi localidcs
Civilian laclustriiu woriers lu m.vnioClvilion industrial workers IdQoverninent pUnU. —
Other civilinns. employed by tlieArmy and Navy
Married enlisted PfrMnne'-------.-,-".-
Viimher of family dwelliog unils (iraiiers)..-
CiTilian industrial workers in privete defend industry



















































































Organization of a Fair Rent Committee
described in Consumer Division bulletin
resentative of the Homes Registration
Service, where such exists, may also serve
as a consultant.
Functions
1. To keep a record of all reports and
rent conditions and rent changes, in
cluding official and unofficial surveys, as
well as reports of specific instances of ex
tortionate rents and overcrowding.
Local groups should be encouraged to
bring before the Committee specific in
stances of serious rent increases, evic
tions resulting therefrom, and other un
desirable practices. Rent surveys should
be carried out by technicaUy competent
agencies. If a survey Is necessary a re
quest should be addressed to the Con
sumer Division which will arrange to have
a Government research agency conduct
a rent survey wherever possible.
2. To publicize the results of rent sur
veys and to create a general awareness
of the rent problem. To call public at
tention to specific instances of rental and
eviction practices which appear to be
contrary to the public interest.
3. To appeal to the reason, sense of
fairness, patriotism, and civic pride of
the community, emphasizing the national
and local hazards of rent increases. To
call together members of the local real-
estate board, pointing to the policystate
ments of their National Association
against unwarranted rent increases.
Municipal machinery for checking rent
increases on a voluntary basis through
the force of public opinion Is outlined in
a bulletin entitled "Organization of a Pair
Rent Committee." issued last week by the
Consumer Division. OPACS. The bulle
tin points out that maintenance of fair
rents is required by the defense program
to protect living standards, to help pre
vent excessive labor turn-over in defense
industries, to prevent rent profiteering,
and to prevent rising rents from starting
a viciousprice spiral. The recommenda
tions of the Consumer Division follow:
Committee orgaiuzation
The Pair Rent Committee should be
attached to the local defense council.
In the absence of a defense council in the
locality, the Committee shouldbe named
directly by the mayor or other responsi
ble executive officer. In default of an
official appointment,localcitizens'groups
representing a cross section of the com
munity may meet together and form a
Pair Rent Committee.
A Pair Rent Committee which is part
of a local defense council may be a sub
committee of either the Consumer Inter
est Committee or the Housing Committee.
Municipal departments or local
branches of Government agenciessuch as
the National Youth Administration and
the WorkProjectsAdministration, should
be called upon to lend clerical and tech
nical assistance to the Committee.
Public support
4. To engage In negotiation and con
ciliation directed toward maintaining
rents as near as possible to their pre-
defense levels.
Successful operation in this field will
depend upon the public support of the
community in which rent increases are
occurring. The Committee should han
dle rent complaints and attempt to ne
gotiate voluntai-y settlements only if
sufficient personnel is available to work
successfully, it should; (a) Publicly in
dicate the preemergency date at which
fair rents prevailed in the community;
(&) summon before it the parties con
cerned when rents ai-e demanded which
are substantiallyabove the preemergency
level; (c) attempt to obtain a voluntary
restoration of a fair and reasonable rent
through conciliation.
Composition
The Pair Rent Committee should be
composed of a balanced representation of
the worker-tenants, the landlords, and
the public (i. e., some person or persons
such as a social worker, minister, or
teacher, in a position to know the over
all needs of the community), in addi
tion to the Pair Rent Committee thus
constituted, there should be attached as
consultants or advisory members (a)
The local sanitary officer or building in-
spectoi-or both, depending upon the local
machinery for the enforcement of health
and safety ordinances; (&) the local wel
fare or public assistance officer. A rep-
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5. Wherever a Pair Rent Committee
finds voluntary measures ineffective, to
report its experience to the local defense
council, the Governor and the State de
fense council, indicating the need for
legal action to maintain fair rents.
6. Wherever a Homes Registration
SeiTice has been establisfied, under the
direction of the Division of Defense Hous
ing Coordination for the purpose of reg
istering all available rental units and sin
gle rooms, the Pair Rent Committee
should cooperate closely with this Service.
7. At all times the Pair Rent Commit
tee must so operate as to encourage rather
than retard needed new construction.
* ★ *
Action on rents
in Wilmington, N. C.
The Wilmington. N. C.. Pair Rent
Committee, recently set up by the Wil
mington Defense Council, has initiated
a broad program to prevent unwarranted
rent Increases. Miss Harriet Elliott, as
sistant administrator in charge of the
Consumer Division, reported May 15.
This action followed meetings between
f^ank Manuel, representing the rent sec
tion of the Consumer Division, and local
defense officials and realtors.
The Committee has invited tenants to
register complaints of imjustified rent
increases,which will be fully investigated.
The Committee will then summon the
landlords involved and will seek to adjust
the increases by negotiation. The pub
lic will be informed of the results of the
Committee's action.
The personnel of the Fair Rent Com
mittee consists, in part, of Capt. T. P.
Polk. Camp Davis billeting officer; Robert
CantweU, Jr., representing the real-estate
board; Storrer Ware, representing the
fhipbuilding industry of Wilmington;
George Jeffrey, chairman of the com
munity housing committee. Represent





only the words to songs In the regular
Army songbook have been printed and a
copy will be distributed to every soldier.
The book was compiled in collaboration
with the Library of Congress. More
than 1,500,000 copies were ordered
printed.
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News for Retailers
Wool Supplies
Additional facts about the wool sit
uation can be presented following the
announcement from the Division of Pur
chases, Officeof Production Management,
that the total amount of wool which is
likely to be needed to meet the require
ments of all Government agencies dur
ing the 1942 fiscal year is estimated at
259,000,000 pounds, grease basis. This
amount of wool will be used ia woolen
goods to be delivered during the year.
The wool supply and demand situation,
according to material gathered from
trade sources, is approximately as
follows:
Total domestic use of wool averages
around 925.000,000 pounds.
Total domestic clip of wool for this
year is estimated at 480.000,000 pounds
and of this amount 200,000,000 pounds are
still held by the growers. At present
it is estimated that 65,000,000 pounds of
foreign and domestic wool are now held
by the dealers and 166,000.000 pounds are
in the hands of manufacturers. In ad
dition to this, scoured wool to the amount
of 10.000,000 pounds is held by dealers
which is estimated to be roughly 30.000,-
000 pounds on a grease basis. Manufac
turers also hold 20.000,000 pounds of
scoured wool which would be equivalent
to 60.000,000 pounds on a grease basis.
Wool tops to the amount of 500,000
pounds are held by dealers which would
be equivalent to 1,500,000 pounds in the
grease. Likewise, manufacturers hold 17.-
000,000 pounds of wooltops or the equiva
lent of 52,000,000 pounds in the grease.
In other words, there are now in the
hands of dealers and manufacturers the
equivalent of 374,500.000 pounds of wool
on a grease basis. Adding to this the
200,000,000 pounds still held by the grow
ers we have a total of 575,500,000 pounds
as the visible supply in this country.
Since this country will need, as indi
cated above, a total of 925,000,000 pounds,
we will need to import a total of ap
proximately 349.500.000 pounds. Of
this amount from 25 to 50 million pounds
of foreign wool has been bought but not
shipped. There are ample supplies of
wool available in Australia and in the
Argentine. It Is assumed that the neces
sary arrangements will be made for the
shipping of the additional supplies of
foreign wools as needed. This country
has never been self-sufBcient as far as
wool is concerned and the present situa
tion differs very little from the usual
situation as far as the need for foreign
supplies is concerned.
Sugar
Data on supplies of sugar available for
the United States market, together with
the action taken by the Sugar Division
of the Agricultural Adjustment Admin
istration with reference to the building
up of large reserves of refined cane sugar,
indicate that any fears of shortages are
entirely unfounded. Furthermore, the
Government, through Its power to sus
pend the quotas, has the ability to act
drastically should any speculative move
develop.
A special study of sugar supplies by
the Consumer Division of OPACS reveals
the following facts. The revised con
sumption quota for 1941 under the Sugar
Act of 1937 is 6,851,889 short tons. The
supplies available for the United States
market amount to 9,664,000 short tons.
In other words, 2,812,111 short tons are
available in addition to the consumption
quota, an excess amounting to 41 percent.
Of this excess, 1,236,053 short tons could
be obtained in Cuba and 892,688 in for
eign countries other than Cuba. These
statistics understate the actual supplies
available from Cuba. For example. Cuba
has cane in the fields sufBclent to produce
over 4,000.000 tons of sugar. This Item
alone would increase the supply available
by about 1.300,000 short tons.
On the basis of the Sugar Act of 1937,
there are several methods by which ad
ditional supplies may be made available
to American consumers, if necessary.
These are;
1. An increase in the total consumption
quota. This would Increase the amounts
to be supplied by the various producing
areas in proportion to the shares provided
in the Sugar Act of 1937.
2. A reallocation of any unfilled quota
allotment from one country to another.
Any deficiency in Philippine supplies
could be reallocated to foreign countries
other than Cuba, such as the Dominican
Republic and Peru. Any deficiency In
Cuba, or in any mainland or offshore
domestic producing area, is to be real
located to other domestic areas of Cuba.
In practice, this means a deficiency in a
domestic producing area can be reallo
cated to Cuba.
IS
3. Permission for excess quota raw
sugar to be brought In for refining.
Until recently, excess quota raw sugar
could be imported In bond for refining,
but the refineries had to turn over to the
customs an equivalent amount of refined
sugar so that their net position was the
same. This was done to have already re
fined sugar on hand for the next quota
year. Under the new regulation of the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration,
excess quota raw sugar can be imported
by refineries without having to turn over
to the customs an equivalent amount of
already refined sugar. Inventories can
now be maintained by excess quota sugar
refined and kept In bond. It is esti
mated that the change will make avail
able for distribution the 500,000 to
600,000 tons of sugar normally as a year-
end inventory.
These new rulings will make available
large amounts of surplus sugar to the
United States from Cuba and Latin
America.
Paints
The paint industry has recently been
concerned with reference to adequate
supplies of raw materials. A plan has
been worked out between the Division
of Purchases, OPM, and the industry,
so that prompt action can be taken in
the case of shortages. The value of this
plan, which is already working, may be
of Interest to other Industries.
An industry committee has been set up
to consider the central problem of ade
quate supplies. In addition, subcommit
tees have been organized to study the
availability of such products as linseed
oil, tung oil, natural resin, zinc, and lead.
Each of these subcommittees is in a posi
tion not only to get the true facts but
to get the advice of the entire industry
through the major industx-y committee.
The following illustration shows how
the plan works. It was found that va
rious natural resins, important ingre
dients In paints, were difficult to obtain.
There was a growing shortage due to the
fact that shipping space was lacking to
bring in supplies from Batavia and
Singapore.
This problem came before the subcom
mittee. J. B. Davis, special adviser on
protective coatings in the Division of
Purchases was asked to explain the sit
uation before the Maritime Commission,
which he did. Within a week arrange
ments had been made for transportation
of 5,000 tons of resin.
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PURCHASES...
108 Certificates of Necessity for plant
expansion issued April 16-30
The Cleveland Automatic Machine Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio; machine tools; $44,000.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., Cleve
land, Ohio; electricity; $6,502,000.
CoUyer Insulated Wire Co., Pawtucket,
R. I.; shipboard cable; $99,000.
The Cooper Bessemer Corporation, Mount
Vemon. Ohio; welded steel Diesel engines;
$326,000.
Cralg Shipbuilding Co., Long Beach, Calif.;
repair and convert vessels to Navy require
ments; $18,000.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Manufacturing,
Ampere, N, J.; electric motors and generators;
$47,000.
liie Crucible Steel Casting Co., Cleveland,
Ohio; steel castings; $4,000.
De Laval Steam Turbine Co.. Trenton, N. J.;
reduction gears and feed system pumps;
$25,000.
Dresser Manufacturing Co., Bradford. Pa.;
forging and complete machining of shells;
$6,000.
The Duplex Manufacturing & Foundry Co.,
EliTia, Ohio; gray iron castings for machine
tools; $45,000.
The Earle Gear jc Machine Co., Philadel
phia, Pa.; cut and machinery gears; $14,000.
Eclipse Counterbore Co., Detroit, Mich.;
counterbores. drills, and boring bars; $21,000.
The Electric Furnace Co., Salem, Ohio;
electric furnaces; $35,000.
The Electric Products Co.. Cleveland. Ohio;
electric motors and equipment; $48,000.
Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pa.; fire and
water tube power boilers; $74,000.
The Falk Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.;
main propulsion reduction gears; $1,345,000.
The Perry Cap and Set Screw Co., CTeve-
land, Ohio; screws of carbon and alloy steel,
connecting rods, aircraft, and shackle bolts
$12,000.
The Polmer Grafiex Corporation, Rochester,
N. Y.; aircraft cameras; $49,000.
The Gallon Metallic Vault Co.; Gallon,
Ohio, diunp and cargo bodies; $123,000.
Genera] American Ti'ansportation Corpora
tion. Chicago, ni.: ti-ansportatlon of sul
phuric acid and caustic soda; $107,000.
General Machinery Corporation, Hamilton,
Ohio; Diesel englne-propelllne machinery;
$141,000.
Giddlngs & Lewis Machine Tool Co., Pond
du Lac. Wis.. horizontal boring, drilling, and
mUling machines, $1,175,000.
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Goddard & Goddard Co., Detroit, Mich.,
expansion reamers, cutters, and thread bobs,
$48,000.
Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron,
Ohio, Donrigid airships and tail surfaces for
airplanes. $165,000.
The G. A. Gray Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,
planers, milling planers, and milling ma
chinery, $46,000.
Hanson-Van Winkle-Munnlng Co., Mata-
wan, N. J., generator sets and controls, auto
matic and semiautomatic handling equip
ment, $88,000.
Hardinge Brothers, Inc.. Elmlra, N. Y., lathes
and milling machines. $66,000.
The Hartford Electric Light Co., Hartford,
Conn., electric energy. $4,000,000.
Henschel Corporation, Amesbury, Mass.,
navigation, communication, and fire control
equipment, $50,000.
Hires, Castner & Harris, Inc., Philadelphia,
Pa., primer assembling units, $15,000.
The Intermountaln Elevator Co., Stock
yard Station. Denver, Colo., storage of grain,
$83,000.
International Elevator Co., Minneapolis,
Minn., storaize of grain. $5,000.
Iron Fireman Manufacturing Co.. Portland,
Greg., machining of airplane parts, $7,000.
Kilgore Manufacturing Co., Tipp City, Ohio,
signal fiares, $1,000.
The C- D. Jennings Grain Co., Hutchlnson,
Kans.. storage of grain. $35,000.
Leland-Gifford Co., Worcester, Mass.;
crankshafts and propeller shaft for avia
tion engines; $1,386,000.
Charles Lennig & Co.. Inc., Philadelphia,
Pa.; cuprous oxide; $19,000.
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Co. &
Union Pacific Railroad Co., Omaha, Nebr.;
transportation; $5,000.
Midatlantic Concrete Pipe and Products
Corp., Norfolk, Va.; drain pipes, concrete
blocks, and pipes; ^5,000.
Midwest Grain Co., Hutchlnson, Kans.;
storage of grain; i26,000.
Miller Printing Machinery Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; gun mounts and spare parts and assem
blies; $90,000,
Mine Safety Appliances Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; respirators, lung apparatus. Indicating
and recording devices; ^49,000.
Moorhead Fanners Elevator Co., Mooihead,
Minn.; storage of grain; $10,000.
Morrow Aircraft Corporation, Van Nuys,
Calif.; airplanes and parts; $129,000.
National Carbide Corporation, New York.
N, Y.; calcium carbide to acetylene gas;
$1,437,000.
The National Supply Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.;
Certificates of Necessity totaling 108
were Issued to 102 corporations from
April 16 to April 30, inclusive, the
National Defense Advisory Commission
has announced. These certificates were
issued in connection with the construc
tion and acquisition of new plant and
manufacturing facilities, the estimated
cost of which was $51,598,000.
This brings the total Issued up to April
30 to 1,410, and the number of corpora
tions to 1.227. The cost of facilities cov
ered to date was estimated at $930,540 000.
A compilation of firms for the last half
of April, and estimated cost of facilities,
follows:
Aluminum Alloy Forging Co., Los Angeles,
Calif., aluminum alloy forgings for aircraft;
$322,000.
The Aluminiim Cocking Utensil Co., New
Kensington. Fa.; army field kitchen equip
ment, aircraft gas. and oU tanks; $29,000.
American Broach & Machine Co., Ann
Arbor, Mich.; broaching machines and tools,
and hydraulic presses; $35,000.
American Locomotive Co.. New York, N. Y.;
gun carriages; $54,000.
The American Rolling will Co., Middle-
town. Ohio; basic open hearth, foundry and
malleable pig iron; $5,530,000.
American Smeltin,? & Refining Co., New
York, N. Y,; high-grade 2inc and sulphuric
acid; $5,212,000.
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., New York,
N. Y.; asbestos shipboard cable; $5,000.
The Atchison Topeka & Santa Pe Railway
Co.. Topeka. Kans.; transportation; $10,000.
The Babcock te WUcox Tube Co., New
York, N. Y.; seamless tubes; $182,000.
Bamberger Railroad Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah; transportation; $4,000.
The Beaumont Manufacturing Co., Spar-
tanburg, S. C.; aimy tent duck and shelter
tent duck; $774,000.
Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.; coke,
steel ingots, steels, wire for wire rope;
$3,041,000.
Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corporation, De
troit, Mich.; bearings for tanks, trucks and
aircraft; $20,000.
The Bradford Machine Tool Co.. Cincin
nati, Ohio; lathes and accessories; $27,000.
Bridgeport Brass Co.; Bridgeport, Conn.;
primer bodies; $6,000.
Buffalo Pumps, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.; pumps
for battleships, cruisers, and destroyers; $95,-
000.
Bundy Tubing Co.. Detroit, Mich.; thick
wall monel, electric weld and copper-coated
Eteel; $244,000.
Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corporation,
New York. N. Y.; vinyl chloride, acetone,
vlnylite stabilizers, and ethylene oxide and
glycol; $9,681,000.
Carboloy Company, Inc., Detroit, Mich.;
cutting tools, dies, and bard carbide wear
parts; $268,000.
The Carey Machine Co,, Cleveland, Ohio;
machining of Diesel engines and airplane
parts; $10,000.
Champion Spark Plug Co., Toledo, Ohio;
aviation spark plugs; $135,000.
Government wool needs for fiscal year 1942
The total amount of wool which is
likely to be needed to meet the require
ments of all Government procurement
agencies during the 1942fiscal year—July
1, 1941, to June 30, 1942—Is estimated at
259,000,000 pounds in a statement Issued
May 14 by Donald M. Nelson, Director of
Purchases, OPM.
This estimate, Mr. Nelson said, includes
probable requirements for all types of
woolen goods by the United States Army
and Navy, the Treasury Procurement Di
vision, the Red Cross. WPA, and all other
Government departments.
The figure quoted is on a domestic
grease basis (uncleaned), and is based
on the assumption that the size of the
United States Army remains at its pres
ent authorized level of 1,400,000 men.
A break-down of the estimate of re
quirements during the 1942 fiscal year,
Mr. Nelson continued, showed that prob
able requirements will be for 73,400,000
pounds 64's-70's (fine and fine medium);
45,500,000 pounds eO's (half blood);
127,900.000 pounds 56's, 58's and 60's
(three-eighths—half blood), and 12,-
000,000 pounds 44's (low quarter blood).
These estimates represent the weight
of the wool in finished items scheduled
for delivery during the 1942 fiscal year.
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Diesel engines .and Diesel power-boat en
gines; 964.000.
The National Twist Drill A Tool Co., De
troit, Mich.; twist drills, milling cutters, and
bobs: $480,000.
Neeneh Foundry Co.. Neenah, WIb.; iroa
and semlsteel castings; $26,000.
Norrls Stamping St Manufacturing Co..
Los Angeles. Calil.; cartridge and howitzer
cases, ammunition bodies and cartridge con
tainers; 9105,000.
Pacific Gear & Tool Works, Inc.. San Fran
cisco. Calif,; aircraft parts; $12,000.
Peco Manufacturing Corporation, Philadel
phia, Pa,; munition parts and machined
Xcrglngs; $35,000,
The Pennsylvania Railroad Co., Philadel
phia, Pa.; transportation; $328,000.
The Pipe Machinery Co.. Cleveland, Ohio;
machine tools, parts and gages; 99,000.
Plttsburg Metallurgical Co., Inc., Niagara
Palls, N. Y.; ferrochrome and ferroslUcon:
$864,000.
Plant Rubber & Asbestos Works. San Fran
cisco. Calif.; magnesia pipe covering and
blocks; $345,000.
Potter & Johnson Machine Co., Pawtucket,
R. 1.; turret lathes; $80,000.
Precision Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia.
Pa.; precision machinery, g^es. Jigs, and
fixtures: $29,000.
Rohr Aircraft Corporation. San Diego,
Calif,; aircraft engine nacelles: 9600,000,
Rustless Iron & Steel Corporation, Balti
more. Md.: annealing and pickling of stain
less steel bars and wire; $725,000.
R. F. Sedgely. Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.; guns
and parts: $68,000,
Semet-Solvay Co.. New York. N. Y.; by
product coke, ammonia liquor, light oil. and
tank gas; $1,411,000,
Spedden Shipbuilding Company. Inc., Bal-
timore, Md.; distribution box boats; $13,000.
Standardized Aircraft. Inc.. Los Angeles.
Calif-: spacers, bushings, and drive pins for
airplanes; 950.000.
Storms Drop Forging Co., Springfield, Mass.;
drop forglngs; 9326,000.
Strom Steel Ball Co., Cicero, m.: steel balls
for bearings; $100,000.
Sun Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., Chester,
Pa.; destroyer and seaplane tenders: $600,000.
Hiram Swank's Sons, Johnstown, Pa„ pour
ing refractories: $174,000.
Taylor Forge St Pipe Works, Cicero, ni.;
forged steel fittings, flanges, and corrugated
fireboxes: $127,000,
The Telchgraeber Milling Co., Gypsum,
Kans.; storage of grain; $18,000.
Terminal Grain Corporation. Sioux City,
Iowa; storage of grain; 9110,000.
Union Twist DrUl Co.. Athol. Mass.; drills,
taps and dies; $13,000.
United States Rubber Co., New York, N. Y.:
bullet sealing tube equipment, grinding
wheels, and plant protection; 936,000.
United Tool and Die Co.. Inc., Hartford.
Conn.; tools, dies. Jigs, gages, and machine
work: $24,000,
Vlckers Inc., Detroit, Mich.; hydraulic
pumps, windlasses, cranes, and steering gear;
934,000.
Weaver Aircraft Corporation, San Diego,
Ca:if.: aircraft machine work or kindred lines:
$20,000-
Webster-Brinkley Co,, Seattle, Wash.; gray
iron castings and general machine work;
821.000.
Tile Wellington Terminal Elevator Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.; storage of grain; $100,000.
Western Elevator Co., Kansas City, Mo.;
storage of grain: $112,000.
Wlnter-Truesdsll-Diercks Co., Minneapolis,
Minn.: storage of grain; $5,000.
Woodward Governor Co.. Rockford, HI.;
hydraulic governors; $380,000.
Worthington Pump & Machinery Corpora
tion. Harrison, N. J-; centrifugal and recipro
cating pumps; 9115,000.
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Defense contracts awarded aind
cleared May 8 through May 14
Defense contracts totaling $85,826,021
were awarded by the Army and Navy and
cleared by the Division of Purchases,
OPM, during the period May 8 through
May 14.
This compares with $47,135,473 for the
previous week and $115,051,835 for the
week ended April 30.
Cleared contracts awarded by the War
Department during the latest period




Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Mich.;
acquisition and installation of machinery
and equipment for production of alumi
num forgings; $753,974. (Defense Plant
Corporation agreement.)
General Motors Corporation, Delco
Division, Dayton, Ohio; acquisition of
machinery and equipment to be installed
in plant now under construction for
manufacture of struts and airplane parts;
$5,482,510.
Continental Motors Corporation, Mus-
kegon. Mich.; engine maintenance parts;
$590,942.82.
United Aircraft Corporation, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Division, East Hart
ford. Conn.; engine overhaul and main
tenance parts: $1,781,107.20.
Corbitt Co., Henderson, N. C.; trucks
with cargo bodies and winches; $730,000.
Reeves Bros., Inc., New York, N. Y.;
2.000.000 yds. cotton twill o. d. cloth;
$711,200.
Navy
American Woolen Co., New York,
N. Y.; dark blue flannel; $682,500.
J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., New York,
N. Y.; dark blue flannel; $678,000.
The Lodge Si Shipley Machine Tool
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; lathes: $503,252.
The Ohio Crankshaft Co., Cleveland,
Ohio; machinery and equipment for use
in plant for manufacture of Diesel en
gine parts; $1,720,000.
Busch-Sulzer Brothers, Diesel Engine
Co., St. Louis, Mo.: 12 sets of propelling
machinery and spare parts for mine
sweepers: $8,125,560.
General Motors Corporation, Cleveland
Diesel Engine Division, Cleveland, Ohio;
propelling machinery and spare parts for
submarine tenders; $5,853,000.
General Motors Corporation, Cleveland
Diesel Engine Co., Cleveland, Ohio; pro
pelling machinery for fleet tugs; $4,-
300,000.
Busch-Sulzer Bros,, Diesel Engine Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.; 4 sets of propelling ma





Airplane Division, Buffalo, N. Y,: air
planes and spare parts: $20,444,414.16.
Falrchild Engine and Airplane Cor
poration, Pairchild Aircraft Division,
Hagerstown. Md.; airplanes and spare
parts; $4,746,951.
Ryan Aeronautical Co., San Diego,




GoodwilUe-Green Box Co.. Rockford,
111.: boxes; $782,618,25.
John Wood Manufacturing Co., Inc.,
Muskegon, Mich.; equipment for machine
guns; $655,803.58.
Navy
General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.; acquisition and installation in
contractor's plants at Erie, Pa., Schenec
tady, N. Y., and Pittsfield, Mass., of equip
ment and facilities for production of
ordnance equipment; $18,367,706.
National Cash Register Co. of Dayton,
Ohio; manufacture of ordnance equip
ment; $1,490,760.
National Tube Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.;




Eivind Anderson, Tacoma, Wash.; con
struction of 400-bed hospital and mis
cellaneous buildings at Port Lewis. Wash.;
$936,517.
In addition to contract awards, letters
of intent are issued by the Army and
Navy for defense projects. When ac
cepted by the manufacturer they have
virtually the force of contracts. The
following letter of intent was announced
during the week ended May 14:
International Harvester Co., Chicago,
111.: production of artillery to be manu
factured at company's Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Mirm., plant; $12,120,000. (In
cluded in this figure is an item of $3,750.-
000 for plant equipment and facilities.)
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STATE AND LOCAL COOPERATION
Aircraft observers in coastal areas
to be organized for duty by June 15
Civilian volunteers for aircraft obser
vation duties with the General Head
quarters Air Force are to be organized
by the State and local defense councils
in time to begin operations in the At
lantic and Pacific coastal areas not later
than June 15, Frank Bane, Director of
the Division of State and Local Coopera
tion, Office for Emergency Management,
announced May 15. Other areas of the
Nation-wide aircraft warning service will
be organized shortly thereafter.
Steps to be taken by defense coimcils
in registering volunteers and manning
observation posts, filter centers, and in
formation centers are outlined in Air
craft Warning Series Bulletin No. 1, is
sued May 15 by the Division of State and
Local Cooperation. Frelimtaary an
nouncement of this program was made
on April 25.
Three immediate st^s
Observation posts spot aircraft. Men
will be used for this outside duty. Inside
service at filter and information centers
is open to both men and women. Filter
centers eliminate nonessential informa
tion. Essential reports are transmitted
to information centers for plotting.
To secure civilian volunteers for out
side duty. State defense councils have
been asked to take three steps imme
diately: (1) They are to designate a
member of the coimcil to devote full time
during the next 30 days to the program,
(2) a planning committee is to be ap
pointed, and (3) the officer and this com«
mittee are to develop at once a State
wide program of registration of volun
teers.
To make teotative assigomettts
As soon as instructions for selecting
observation posts are received from the
military authorities, the State defense
council will forward detailed data to the
observation post organizer, including the
cards of registrants for outside observa
tion duty. The post organizer will then
establish observation posts and make
tentative assignments of volunteers to
man them. The aid of leaders of the
American Legion and other civic and vet
erans' groups should be enlisted. Mr.
Bane said.
To register volunteers for filter and
information centers, State defense coun
cils have been urged to extend local de
fense council organization Immediately
to any unorganized sections of the State.
It is recommended that each State
Council and the State Employment Serv
ice issue a joint instructional letter to
local defense councils and local employ
ment offices on the State's registration
plan. Local defense councils, aided by
local employment offices, are to plan
local registration procedures at once.
Division will aid
As Information is received from the
military authorities, local defense coun
cils are to set up local registration offices,
staffed by volunteers under Instructions
from local employment service represen
tatives. The cards of all volunteers
meeting Air Corps specifications for this
service are to be referred to the repre
sentative of the commanding general in
charge of the particular filter and in
formation center.
Field representatives of the Division
of State and Local Cooperation are to
proceed immediately to assist the State





No registrant for induction in the
Army of the United States will be in
ducted into the military service unless
his ability to read and write in the Eng
lish language meets the standards pre
scribed for the fourth grade in grammar
school, it has been announced by the
War Department.
AH men called for service who have
not completed the fourth grade in gram
mar school will receive a literacy test at
Induction stations prior to induction.
This test will require such men to write
brief statements and to use common
sense in answering simple questions.
Wide range of defense
laws enacted by
1941 State legislatures
Laws relating to many different aspects
of the defense program were enacted by
the 27 State legislatures that have re
cently adjourned, and further measures
are still pending before the 16 legisla
tures still In session. A sxmiraary of ac
tion reported to the Division of State and
Local Cooperation up to May 15 follows.
State defense councils
Twenty-five legislatures have now made
provision for State defense councils or
similar bodies. Two State defense coun
cils were established by law in 1940
(Maine and New Jersey). The 23 in
which action was taken in 1941 are:
California (awaiting approval); Colo
rado <H. 1373) approved April 26, 1941;
Connecticut (H. 6) approved April 25,
1941: Delaware (S. 12) approved Febru
ary 26, 1941; Florida (H. 30) approved
April 22, 1941; Illinois (S. 154) approved
April 17, 1941; Indiana <6. 65) approved
March 10, 1941; Iowa (H. 192) approved
February 8, 1941; Kansas (H. J. R. 4)
approved April 7,1941; Maryland (S. 465)
approved April 28, 1941; Michigan
(awaiting approval); Montana (S. 195)
approved March 11, 1941; (H. 369) ap
proved March 12, 1941; Nebraska (L. B.
232) approved February 17, 1941; New
Hampshire (H. 339) approved April 4,
1941; New York (A. 715) approved Febru
ary 19, 1941; Ohio (awaiting approval);
Oklahoma (S. 236) approved May 12,
1941; Pennsylvania (H. 225) approved
March 19, 1941; Rhode Island (H. 564)
approved April 16, 1941; South Carolina
(H. 471) approved May 7,1941; Washing
ton (H. 596) approved March 21, 1941;
West Virginia (H. 369) approved March
14, 1941; Wyoming (S. 76) approved
February 18, 1941.
State Guards
Among other important defense legis
lation considered Is that providing for
the establishment of a State Guard to
serve in the absence of the National
Guard. The 24 States that have enacted
such measures are:
Colorado, Delaware. Florida, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Ne
braska. New Hampshire, New Mexico,
North Carolina. North Dakota, Ohio. Ore
gon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South
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Dakota, Tennessee, Texas. Vermont, West
Virginia. Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
Sabotage preveotioii
Eleven States have enacted laws more
or less closely patterned after a model
sabotage prevention bill proposed by a
committee of the Federal-State Confer
ence on Law Enforcement Problems re
lating to defense. These States are:
Arkansas, California. Colorado. Florida,
Maine, New Hampshire, New Mexico,
New York. South Carolina, Tennessee,
and Vermont.
Other le^slation
Legislation to regulate the manufac
ture, sale, possession, and disposition of
explosives has been enacted in 11 States-
Delaware. Florida, Georgia, Maryland,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Rhode Island, Vermont, and
Washington.
Bills to provide for protection for out-
of-State public property have been en
acted in two States, California and
Maryland.
Rhode Island has enacted a measure
providing for fresh pursuit by military
forces. Since many other States in
cluded such a provision in their State
Guard laws, additional legislation to au
thorize military pursuit in adjoining
States has been regarded as unnecessary.
Twelve States have passed measures to
authorize housing authorities to develop
projects to assure the availability of safe
and sanitary dwellings for persons en
gaged in national defense activities.
These States are:
Arkansas, Florida, Indiana, Maryland,
New Mexico, New York, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Oregon, Tennessee, Wash
ington, and West Virginia.
A number of other bills related to the
defense program have been passed or
considered. These relate to un-American
activities, weapons, airports, zoning,
aliens, rent control, industrial relations,
recreation and welfare, fire control,
special police, and many other subjects.
★ ★ *
Recreation group makes tour
The War Department has announced
that a rapid aerial tour to survey condi
tions surrounding Army camps was made
May 12-17 by a committee of the United
Service Organizations. The committee,
headed by Thomas E. Dewey, has the
task of raising $10,765,000, to be used in
operating recreation buildings for use by
Ai'my and Navy personneL
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Selective Service substitutes general
rule for State definitions of felony
Revision of Selective Service Regula
tions, as a result of the modification of
Army requirements, now will permit in
duction of many registrants who had
been barred from military training be
cause of convictions of law violations.
National Headquarters, Selective Service
System, announced May 16.
The changes have been made in the
regulations which define "Class IV-F:
Physically, mentally, or morally unfit."
They remove the sweeping disqualifica
tion of all registrants who had been con
victed of "any crime which under the
laws of the jurisdiction in which they
were convicted is a felony." This banned
from military service many men because
of youthful violations of the law which
were felonies in their States but are
not generally classed as such.
The revised regulations
The revised Regulations now ban
specifically only those law violators who
<1) have been convicted of certain
heinous crimes: (2) have been convicted
on two or more occasions of offenses
which come under the generally accepted
definition of a felony: (3) are chronic
offenders with pronounced criminal
tendencies and have been convicted on
at least three occasions of offenses
punishable by jail sentences; or (4) are
being retained in the custody of any
court of criminal jurisdiction, or other
civil authority.
The heinous crimes named are: Trea
son, murder, rape, kidnaping, arson,
sodomy, pandering, any crime involving
sex perversion, or any crime involving il
Army makes plans for
new camps if needed
Planning far in advance for the con
tingency that training facilities may be
needed for additional soldiers, the War
Department has insured the availability
of camp sites for this possible expansion
of the national Army. During the past
3 months, boards of officers have made
surveys and studies for the location of
camp sites for training triangular in
fantry divisions and armored divisions
with the necessary Replacement Train
ing Centers and Anti-Aircraft Filing
Centers.
legal dealing in narcotics or other habit-
forming drugs.
The provision concerning debarment
of any registrant who has been convicted
on two or more occasions of an offense
which comes under the generally ac
cepted definition of a felony specifies
"any offense for which he could have
been punished by death or confinement
for a term exceeding one year in a peni
tentiary or prison," but excludes "con
viction for an offense committed in vio
lation of the Selective Training and
53ervice Act of 1940 or the regulations
prescribed pursuant thereto."
With regard to registrants who are
being detained in custody of a court of
criminal jurisdiction, or other civil au
thority, the revised regulations provide
that: "In the event such court, or other
civil authority, releases such registrant
from custody, upon final adjudication or
otherwise, such registrant may be re-
classifled."
Other provisions
Irrespective of these specific provisions
concerning law violators, the regulations
as amended also provide that any regis
trant "who is found to be morally unfit
for military service" shall be placed in
Class IV-P, together with any registrant
"who is found, after physical examina
tion. to be physically or mentally unfit
for military service."
Class rv-P also includes any regis
trant who has been dishonorably dis
charged from the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, or Coast Guard, or has been dis
charged because of "undesirability or of
habits or traits of character."
This means that if the Congress should
decide to authorize an increase \n the
strength of the Army, the War Depart
ment would be ready to start work on
the sites immediately.
As soon as the survey boards have com
pleted their studies of sites and their
recommendations have been approved,
the Quartermaster General will be noti
fied so that he can proceed with advance
planning. To date nine sites have been
selected. They are located in the vicinity
of Blackstone, Va.; Augusta, Ga.; Neosho,
Mo.: Fort Smith, Ark.; Columbus, Ind.;
Santa Maria-Lompoc, Calif.; Medford,
Oreg.; Eugene. Oreg.; and Cookson Hills,
Okia.
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HEALTH AND WELFARE ...
Rise in jobs, wages in *41 and *42 will
not stop undernourishment, says McNutt
"Rising employment and larger wages
resulting from the defense program will
not be sufBcient to have any pronounced
effect on widespread undernourishment
in this country either this year or next,"
Federal Security Administrator Paul V.
McNutt said May 18. "One of the most
important questions to be a£ked at the
forthcoming National Nutrition Confer
ence for Defense, which has been called
in Washington by Presidentj Roosevelt
for May 26, 27, and 28, will tc how we
are going to bridge the gap quickly be
tween low Incomes and nutritionally
adequate diets."
"How can we expect to step-up pro
duction of airplanes, munitions, and
ships, if we do not step-up the health
and general fitness of the workers who
make production possible?" he asked.
"We cannot expect to have workers who
are physically fit tmless we see to it
that they have adequate diets."
Three-fourths of diets poor or fair
"Three-fourths of the nonfarm fam
ilies of the United States are now getting
along on diets considered poor or only
fair. If any real improvement is to be
made in this situation we will have to
assume a far larger social responsibility
for the physical well-being of every sin
gle person in the Nation than we have
ever done defore."
"During the depression years of the
1930's we became accustomed to having
20 to 25 million persons on relief," said
Mr. McNutt, "and we know that even
today there are still 15 million persons
dependent on public assistance for all
or part of their means of subsistence.
In addition there are 30 million persons
in the low-income group who are eco
nomically little, if any, better off than
those who are depending on aid from so
cial agencies. Altogether at least 45
million persons today have inadequate
diets primarily because their incomes are
so low they cannot afford to buy sufB
cient quantities of dairy products, leafy
vegetables, and other vitamin-rich
foods."
Backlog of social problems
Mr. McNutt pointed out that many
people have heretofore closed their eyes
to social and economic conditions in this
country which should not, and need not,
exist in the richest Nation in the world.
"When we examine ourselves critically
and honestly," he added, "we must admit
that our indifference—or perhaps it was
complacency—has given us a back
log of social problems that must be at
tacked vigorously at once If we expect
to be in a position to marshal our hiunan
resources as rapidly as we are marshall
ing our physical resources."
Dr. Hazel K. Stiebeling, of the Bureau
of Home Economics, who is secretary of
the Conference section on Economic and
Social Responsibility as Related to Nu
trition, states it is absolutely essential
to bring protective foods, such as milk,
eggs, butter, whole-gxaln cereals and
flours, leafy vegetables and citrus
fruits, to at least the poorest section of
each community—the third of the pop
ulation whose diets are now rated as
"poor" by the Bureau of Home Eco
nomics. "In addition," said Dr. Stiebel
ing, "nearly half the nonfarm families
in the country—the ones making up our
great middle class—have diets that are
only 'fair' because they do not include
necessary protective foods."
Would increase food consumption
"If the average consumption of these
protective foods by all families in this
country could be raised to the level of
those whose present diets may be rated
'good' from the standpoint of nutrition,
there would be large increases in national
consimiption," Dr. Stiebeling pointed out.
"Consumption Increases would be approx
imately as follows; milk. 20 percent; but
ter. 15; eggs, 35; tomatoes and citrus
fruits, 70; leafy, green, and yellow vege
tables, 100. Nor is this all. Even many
'good' diets, purchased by persons with
comfortable incomes, should include moie
protective foods. However, even if con-
Bumption Is raised only In the poorest
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families, there would have to be fairly
large increases in purchasing power."
Stamp plan to be considered
"How can we obtain this increased pur
chasing power? If during 1942 three-
fourths of the nonfai'm population may
still be expected to have diets that rate
less than 'good,' what method can be
employed to make present market sur-
pluses available to people living in cities
and villages? These surpluses cannot
now be marketed by the farmers at prices
sufficient to pay for their labor because
too large a proportion of nonfarm fami
lies lack sufficient Income to buy these
nutritionally essential but economically
unobtainable foods."
At the National Nutrition Conference
for Defense one proposal which will be
considered is the adoption of a national
food stamp plan applicable to all fami
lies receiving incomes of less thfin $1,000.
Such a plan would cost approximately
$500,000,000 and would benefit some 20
to 22 million persons in the low-income
group as well as the farmers whose pro
duce would be purchased. Such a plan
for subsidized consumption, according to
Mr. McNutt, would provide a quick and
relatively inexpensive method for step-
ping-up our national nutritional effi
ciency.
★ * ★
FIVE MORE RECREATION SITES
SELECTED TENTATIVELY
Sites for five additional recreational
areas, similar to those now in operation
along the Gulf coast, have been selected
tentatively by the War Department for
troops training in four South Atlantic
States.
Chief of Staff. General George C. Mar
shall, has approved construction of rec
reational areas at St. Augustine and
Jacksonville Beach, Pla.; Savannah, Ga.;
Charleston, S. C.; and Wilmington. N. C.
The new camps will accommodate
initially 500 men each, with the excep
tion of St. Augijstine, where facilities will
be provided for 1,000 men.
Establishment of these new areas will
bring to 12 the number of leave camps set
up by the War Department since the
program began a little over 2 months
ago. Plans call for expansion of the
recreational area program to other sec




M. L. Wilson, chairman of the Nutri
tion Advisory Committee for the Federal
Security Agency announced May 18 the
program for the National Nutrition Con
ference for Defense. The conference is
under the direction of Paul V. McNutt,
Coordinator of Health, Welfare, and
Related Defense Activities.
"The delegates to this conference have
the great responsibility of stating the
nutrition problems of our country and
recommending immediate steps to solve
them," Mr. Wilson said. "As England
now realizes and France learned too late,
proper feeding of all the people is first-
line defense."
Parran to speak Mooday
Mr. McNutt will open the conference
at the Mayflower Hotel May 26, at 10:20
a. m. Surg. Gen. Thomas Parran will
speak on health in the United States in
relation to defense. Dr. Russell M.
Wilder of tne Mayo Clinic, chairman of
the National Research Council, will dis-
the Pood and Nutrition Committee of
cuss newly formed nutrition standards
for the American people, as agreed upon
by his committee. Monday afternoor»
the conference will divide Into sections
to consider specific recommendations.
On Monday night Vice President Wal
lace will address the conference in the
Labor Department Auditorium.
Wickard to open seccod day
Secretary of Agriculture Claude R.
Wickard will open the second day of the
conference by explaining agricultural
policies and food production in relation
to defense. Adolf A. Berle. Jr.. Assistant
Secretary of State, will discuss ways In
which the United States can help other
democracies meet their food needs. Miss
Harriet Elliott, Assistant Administrator
in charge of the Consumer Division, Of
fice of Price Administration and Civilian
Supply, will talk on consumer policies for
better nutrition. Secretary of Labor
Frances Perkins wUl speak on nutrition
in relation to the needs of labor.
Tuesday at 4:30 p. m.. Gen. Lewis B.
Hershey, Deputy Director of the Selec
tive Service System, will speak on phys
ical defects of draftees caused by mal
nutrition.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt on Wed
nesday will discuss means of bringing
recommendations of the conference to
the attention of local communities fol
lowing consideration of reports.
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Taft describes work to keep up health
and morale during defense effort
The role of the Federal Security Agency
and the United Service Organizations in
keeping up health and morale during the
defense effort was described by Charles
P. Taft, Assistant Coordinator of Health
and Welfare, in two addresses last week.
He spoke to the American Association for
Adult Education, May 12, at West Point,
N. Y.; and at the Central Atlantic Area
Y. M. C. A. Convention, May 17, at At
lantic City, N. J. To the education asso
ciation, he said,in part:
Our Federal Security Agency Is charged
with the responsibility for leadership in
meeting the needs of defense workers and
of men in uniform after they leave camp
or naval base and go to town. What hu
man values are we trying to protect?
The problem for these towns isn't just
recreation. Last time, the statisticians
tell us, there accumulated around Army
cantonments within a reasonable dis
tance a population of five persons for
every four in the camps. A rather care
ful study by the U. S. Public Health Serv
ice leads us to base our estimates on a
figure of two for every four in camp.
In the case of industrial towns they fig
ure two more persons for every workman
within a radius (applicable to both kinds
of communities) of 25 miles wide.
Health and social needs multiply
That accumulation brings immediate
problems of sanitation. The river may
be big enough for the sewage from 5.000
people, but not 10,000. The sewer sys
tem and disposal plant can be run as a
utility and be self-sustaining, but you
can't do that when the State laws don't
permit It, or provide any way to get the
original capital outlay. The new work
ers and service people have money for
hospital and medical care but can't use
it If there are no hospitals and no doctors.
You can't build or operate schools if the
new construction is all Federal or If the
increases In the tax rolls don't produce
taxes or increase debt limits for 2 years.
Furthermore, the local school author
ities, and the local health people if there
are any, are likely to be in water over
their heads, and like the private citizens
need help from somebody who "knows
how."
An equally pressing kind of problem
may be seen when every kind of housing
accommodation rises to a premium and
landlords shove out relief families (often
unemployable) for those who can pay
the higher rents.
In those very families there may be
young men who are rejected in the draft
or turned down on the physical exami
nation for a skilled job, because of hernia
or bad teeth or something else which is
readily cured. Before long you have a
serious problem of individual and gen
eral civilian morale.
Plan ways to get jobs done
So our Federal Security Agency goes
to work to plan ways and means for peo
ple in communities to get these various
Jobs done, these needs met. We are not
operating a feeding or recreation pro
gram, but we know how it ought to be
done and we're ready to tell what we
know. Especially we are there to see
that somebody does something.
Our local recreational people form
community councils and plan with them
for programs to meet the needs and ulti
mately for Federal buildings, and local
or USO operation (United Service Or
ganizations—YMCA, YWCA, National
Catholic Community Service, Jewish
V/elfare Board, Salvation Army, Trav
elers' Aid). Our field staff on venereal
disease gets the information, stirs up the
local law-enforcement officials, builds
public opinion to back them or push
them into suppression of prostitution
and reduction of venereal rates. The
Public Health Service plans with State
departments of health for adequate
staffs where none have been before. The
Office of Education checks the estimates
of needs from State departments of
education.
Aim is action
Always our aim is action and more
action, preferably by the fellow or agency
whose duty it is, but in any case by
somebody.
What we need in this country today,
and the only motivation that can make
our total defense program, or the seg
ment of it in the Security Agency, truly
successful, is the feeling that we—each
of us—belong to a great Nation moving
forward shoulder to shoulder to a great
destiny of service to mankind; risking
22
life if need be. going to war if the alter
natives are worse: cherishing our tradi
tion of freedom and justice.
At the y. M. C. A. convention, Mr. Taft
said, in part: Our field staff in recreation
now over 60 in nxunber, has begun, and
In many cases, completed, community
organization and stimulated the united
planning of 250 or more town and cities.
Our field representatives help to find
ways for the furnishing of facilities, for
building real community hospitality, and
for providing the most effective coordina
tion between Army activities and the
community.
Do not operate inside camps
We do not operate inside the camps.
There the policy of the Army is to handle
all matters itself. The morale branch,
with greatly improved equipment and fa
cilities, is planning the fullest program,
both athletic and cultural.
I don't believe that the group of us
who enlisted in the Twelfth Field Artil
lery 24 years ago next week will ever
forget the hospitality of a family in
Washington who had us all to dinner
every few weeks.
But the trouble is that that doesn't
happen for more than a few unless there
is an organized planning for it, and a
steady push week by week from people
that know how. The churches are
tremendously helpful in those activities.
The Chaplains Corps is well selected,
more numerous than ever before in pro
portion and actively pursuing its pro
gram in conjunction with the religious
leaders of the communities.
Lease community service clubs
But the men want something which is
neither officially military nor officially re
ligious. They want the kind of service
and activities which they have had at
home through municipal recreation and
through the great private welfare agen
cies. That is why the Coordinator, on
the recommendation of the Secretary of
War and the Secretary of the Navy and
with the approval of the President, made
definite arrangements to lease commu
nity service clubs which the Government
expects to construct. Municipalities,
where they have the funds and the staff,
will operate them, and, in the great ma
jority of cases, where the municipality
does not have the funds or staff, they
will be operated by the United Service
Organizations. That means that in well
over 250 communities there will be serv
ice clubs and more than 200 of these will
be operated by the USO. The United
Service Organizations will maintain
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their identity but they are determined,
just as we in the Government are de
termined, that their cooperation and
united service shall be an example and a
demonstration of what national imity
can be. The buildings will carry the
name "United Service Organizations" or
"United Service Club." In a large num
ber of cases the operation will be joint
but where several buildings are needed,
individual agencies may operate indivi
dual United Service Clubs.
Their staffs will be the finest young
men and women that can be recruited in
this country under standards and with
training approved by Governor McNutt.
Three out of four of Salvation Ai-my
staffs will be lassies, no doubt with
doughnuts. One out of three in the case
of the YMCA will also probably be
women. They are there to be helpful, to
run a service club which is a service
club. Their plans will be made in con
junction with the community committees
and our Government field representa
tives. Their programs will be service
programs—that means service to every
man in uniform or every defense worker




The first unit of several projected hos
pital trains will be used for the training
of Army Medical Corps personnel in the
forthcoming Army maneuvers, it has
been announced by the War Depart
ment.
Army hospital trains will be composed
of a hospital unit car, developed under
the supervision of the Surgeon General's
Office after years of intensive study based
on lessons learned during the first World
War, and Pullman cars or chair cars in
which hospital beds have been substituted
for the chairs.
The Army's new railway hospital car
Is called a unit car because the entire
hospital train is built around it. The
car contains a kitchen capable of feed
ing a maximum of 500 persons at 1 meal.
There is also a fully equipped operating
room which will be used for emergency
operations, dally dressings, and medical
examinations.
These Army hospital trains of 10 to 15
cars each will be used, should occasion
ever require, for the transport of hos
pitalized soldiers to Army hospitals




Approximately 77 percent of the men
inducted into the armed forces under
the Selective Service Act before March 1,
1941, were 18 to 27 years of age, inclusive,
National Headquarters, Selective Service
System, reported May 9.
Only 11 percent of the men inducted
were in the age group of 31 to 36, in
clusive.
Ttie 22-year-old age group supplied the
greatest number, 15.55 percent. Of 183,-
198 men inducted prior to March 1, Na
tional Headquarters reported the fol
lowing percentages by ages: 18, 0.895; 19,
1.105; 20, 1.23: 21, 9.47: 22, 15.55; 23,
14.18; 24, 11.455; 25, 9.315; 26, 7.615; 27.
6.05; 28, 5.04; 29, 3.925; 30, 3.31; 31, 2.73;
32, 2.355; 33, 2.04; 34, 1.69; 35, 1.49;
36, 0.755.
Young men, 18,19, and 20, who elected
to take their training at the present time
although not subject to call, constituted




Harry D. Crooks, consultant on ware
housing, Transportation Division, points
out that the census figures on space occu
pancy in public merchandise warehoxises,
as of April 1, show that the upward trend
of the past year was checked in March.
During that month there was a reduc
tion from 76.6 percent utilization of avail
able storage space to 76.2 percent. The
396 warehouse firms operate 34,400,000
square feet of occupiable space for ware
housing on a per-month-per-package
basis (not leased space). Of this space
26,200,000 square feet were reported as
occupied.
New England continues as showing the
lowest occupancy, 64 percent. oS 0.7 per
cent. Highest occupancy in a large cen
ter continues to be Detroit at 88.2 percent,
off 1.3 percent. Other large warehousing
centers report as follows:
Percent
New York (Metropolitan
area) 80.2 down 1.3
Brooklyn and Manhattan 79.3 up .7
New Jersey and nearby 81.fi down 4.8
New York (other than above). 70.1 up 2
Pennsylvania 82.1 down .8
Ohio 75.2 down 1.9
Chicago 84.7 up 2.2
Maryland. Delaware, and D. C. 87.2 up 2.4
Louisiana. 57.6 down 1.7
Texas 66.1 down 1
California.... 77.4 up 1.7
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TRANSPORTATION...
Freight car orders as of May 1
set 16-year record, Budd reveals
The railroads of the country on May
I had more new freight cars on order
than at any time in the past 16 years,
Ralph Budd, Transportation Commis
sioner, National Defense Advisory Com
mission, declared. Also, there were on
May 1 more new locomotives on order
than there were on any date in the past
II years.
According to reports made by the in
dividual railroads to the Association of
American Railroads and made available
to Mr. Budd. the carriers on May 1 had
on order 56,502 new freight cars, of
which 33.001 were box and automobile
cars, 20,817 were open-top cars, the bal
ance being distributed between refriger
ator, stock, flat, and other types of cars.
During April orders were placed for 19,-
987 new cars. Based on past experience,
it is expected that all of the cars on order
as of May 1 will be available for handling
the peak trafBc during the fall of this
year.
Tliere were on order as of May 1, 438
new locomotives, of which 211 were steam
and 227 electric and Diesel.
Railroads reaffirm support
A meeting of the executives of the prin
cipal railroads of the country, members
of the Association of American Railroads,
was held in Chicago May 12. Mr. Budd
attended this meeting and discussed the
transportation situation from the stand
point of traffic demand, present and
prospective, and the equipment situation.
At the meeting, the railroads as a whole
authorized a statement which follows
in part:
"Meeting in Chicago today, the mem
bers of the Association of American Rail
roads reaffirmed the action taken by them
in Washington on September 19, 1939,
less than 3 weeks after war broke out in
Europe, when they said that there would
be 'adequate railroad transportation for
any increased business now in prospect'
and that any additional equipment which
might be necessary to 'meet demands as
they may develop" would be acquired.
"Within a month after this original
statement was issued, the railroads
handled a peak load of 856,000 carloads
in 1 v/eek, 55 percent more traffic than
had been moving In May of that year, and
the greatest increase ever recorded in so
short a time. The load was handled
without congestion or delay and with an
average daily surplus of 67.000 cars.
A continuiDg program
"Since the autumn of 1939, the rail
roads have carried on a continuing pro
gram of repairing and buying new equip
ment.
"In the summer of 1940 it was ap
parent that the supply of cars would be
ample to meet the peak loads of the fall—
as. In fact, it proved to be. Again look
ing ahead, the Association of American
Railroads on July 16, 1940, recommended
to its members that they should provide
100.000 new cars by the end of the year
1941. This program is being carried out
as recommended.
"When the peak load of 1941 comes, in
October, the railroads will have 1.617,000
serviceable cars. Of these, 168.000 will
be new and 27,000 will be cars rebuilt,
since war broke out in Europe. This will
be 156,000 more serviceable cars than the
railroads had when they handled the
peak business of October 1939.
1,000 new locomotiTes by October
"By October of this year there will be
in service also approximately 1,000 new
locomotives—375 steam and 625 electric
and Diesel-electric—which were not in
existence when the war started.
"In the same way as the Association
of American Railroads recommended to
its members nearly a year ago that
100,000 new cars be acquired for handling
the 1941 traffic, it has now recommended
that there be added to the car supply a
net increase of 120,000 cars for the an
ticipated traffic of 1942. and a further
addition of 150,000 cars for the traffic of
1943. That recommendation was today
accepted by the membership and will be
carried out.
"It is the purpose of the railroads to
keep themselves ready to handle increases
in traffic to the extent that they may be
foreseen and provided for. They know
that at peak periods there will be tight
car supply situations, as may be expected,
unless railroads carry through all the




Cars of export freight, other than
grain, unloaded at Atlantic, Gulf, and
Pacific ports In April this year totaled
50,258 cars, according to reports just
compiled by the Association of American
Railroads and made available to Mr.
Budd. In April 1940 there were 42,300
cars unloaded.
Cars of grain for export unloaded in
April this year at these ports totaled
5,333 compared with 1.959 in the same
month last year.
No serious congestion or delay to traffic
exists at any of the Atlantic, Gulf, or
Pacific ports, due to the cooperation of
steamship lines, port authorities, export
ers, and shippers.
★ ★ *
Ore loadings continue heavy
Reports from the four principal iron
ore originating railroads show that for
the 1941 season of navigation through
May 10, a total of 10,393.000 long tons of
ore had been loaded into boats at upper
lake ports, as compared to 2,514.000 tons




Freight carloadings during the week
ended May 10 totaled 837.149. an increase
of 23 percent over the 680.628 cars loaded
during the corresponding week in 1940.
This loading is only a few hundred cars
short of the peak for the year 1940 which
was experienced during the last week in
October. The details follow:




Coro aod ^roin products. as, iiB 32.224 9.0
Live stock 12,193 11,403 a.1
Coal 13f>,(U8 118,837 17.0
Colce 12,8&3 8,008 60. S
Forest products 40,567 33, 351 21.6
Ore ........ 78.400 &1,6S1 61.8
Mcrchaadise, 1. C. I..... 1G2, 687 140,047 9.3
Miscellaneous.... 3M. 073 276.017 29.0
Total 837, H» 680.028 23.0
Cumulative to dst«—
19 weeks.. 13.807,214 12,011,917 14.9
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INTER-AMERICAN COOPERATION
Education Commissioner urges "prompt
enlargement" of Latin-American studies
An urgent appeal to American schools
to aid the total defense of this hemi
sphere by "prompt enlargement" of
study of Latin-American countries was
made May 15 by John W. Studebaker,
United States Commissioner of Educa
tion.
Commissioner Studebaker first made
the appeal in a letter to the Nation's
public school officials. He signed the let
ter as Commissioner of Education and as
a member of the advisory committee on
education of the Office for Coordination
of Commercial and Cultural Relations
between the American Republics, estab
lished by the Council of National Defense.
"Adequate defense must be hemi
spheric. and it must be total—immediate
and long range—military, economic, and
educational," Commissioner Studebaker
said. "Continued peace In the Western
Hemisphere demands greater knowledge
and understanding among the peoples of
North and South America. In United
States schools the study of Latin-Amer
ican countries needs prompt enlarge
ment."
Urges use of maps, newspapers, books
Commissioner Studebaker urged im
mediate adoption of three steps to make
possible a wide field of studies on Latin
America in American schools this fall.
First, he suggested, schools might plan
to form a unit on I^tin America in so
cial studies courses, running from 6
weeks in grade schools to a semester in
high schools. Such a course not only
would utilize maps, news sources, and
books, but would also be related to Eng
lish, music, art, and other subjects.
Second, Commissioner Studebaker
urged school officials to assign teachers
to such subjects this spring so that they
may prepare for the course by special
study or travel in Latin America.
Assures "vigorous assistance"
Third, the Commissioner suggested
that superintendents set up a faculty
committee to correlate arts and crafts,
music, litei'ature, and other subjects with
Latin American emphasis, to pi'ovide
special assembly programs, and to use
visual aids.
"You may count on vigorous assistance
from many agencies in any efforts you
make toward Latin American study."
Commissioner Studebaker told school of
ficers. Among those agencies he named
the Pan American Union, the National
Education Association, the American Li-
brai-y Association, the American Jimior
Red Cross, and the United States OfBce
of Education, which provided for special
personnel in intsr-American educational
relations in 1939.
He reported that the New York branch
of the Office for Coordination of Com
mercial and Cultural Relations at 11
West Fifty-fourth Street, will be of as
sistance to State and local departments
of education, teachers' associations, and
all schools interested.
Colombia forms trade council,
eighth in American Republics
Nelson A. Rockefeller, Coordinator of
Commercial and Cultural Relations be
tween the American Republics, an
nounced May 15 the membership of the
Colombian National Council, the eighth
of 21 councils being established by the
Inter-American Development Commis
sion in its program for the stimulation
of trade among the American Republics.
Mr. Rockefeller is chairman of the De
velopment Commission.
Roldan heads council
The Colombian Council Is headed by
Mariano Roldan. Minister of Economia
Nacional and chairman of the Instituto
de Fomento Industrial. The other
members Include:
Roberto Michelsen, as vice chairman.
Senor Michelsen is general manager of
the Banco de Colombia. Luis Soto del
Corral, prominent Colombian banker;
Cipriano Restrepo Jaramillo, head of the
Compania Tabacalera Colombiana; Ra
fael Obregon, prominent Colombian tex
tile manufacturer, and Gabriel Durana
Camacho, general manager of the Insti-
tuto de Fomento Industrial.
Camllo Villa Cerrasquilla. civil engi
neer, is Secretary-General of the Council.
Arrangements for the establishment
of the Council were completed in Bogota,
where an initial meeting has been held.
Similar councils have been formed in
Brazil, Ai-gentina, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Chile, Bolivia, and Peru.
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